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ENERGY-ONIX ECO Transmitters are 
the most popular FM Transmitters ever 
built. There are at least 1000 of these 
transmitters operating world wide. 

They utilize one zero bias triode operat-
ing in a grounded grid mode and incor-
porate a solid state driver and frequency 
agile exciter. Their reliability is unprec-
edented and their prices are realistic. 

Do you want to know more details? Con-
tact our office or your neighbor — he 
must have an ECO transmitter. Or, bet-
ter yet — visit our modern 35,000 sq. 
ft. factory in beautiful "Upstate" New 
York and "Kick the Tires." 

  ENERGY-ONIX 
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC. 

HERE ARE SOME OF THE REASONS 

• Honest Prices 

• Understandable Control System 

• Single, Long Life, Triode in 
Grounded Grid Configuration 

• No Neutralization Required 

• Minimum Plate Voltage 
(7500 Volts for 25KW Output) 

• Solid State IPA with Loads of 
Reserve 

• Automatic Power Output Control 

• VSWR Foldback and Trip Control 

• Extremely Long Tube Life 

• Personalized Technical Support 
from Competent Engineers who 
Designed These Transmitters 

• Models Available at 4, 6, 8, 10, 
15, 22, 25, 30, 40 & 50KW 

• Manufactured in our U.S.A. 
Factory 

"The Transmitter People" 

P.O. Box 801, 1306 River St., Valatie, NY 12184 
VOICE: 518-758-1690/888-324-6649 FAX: 518-758-1476 

E-MAIL: energy-onix(a energy-onix.com 

WEB PAGE: www.energy-onix.com 
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Radio History by the Bay 

Page 4- Is there time to save an historic site 
where major aspects of 
broadcasting started 80 
years ago? 

This month our Radio 
Road Trip brings us to 
the original site of the 
first AM broadcast directional antenna. 

Radio Towers 

Page 8 - Richard Haskey continues with part 
two of his series on towers. Here, we learn how 
best to handle the contractor, accurate tower 
site location, and materials delivery. 

Automation on a Budget 

Page 12 - Donna Halper took an informal 
survey, and the results may help find the right 
automation system, for those on a budget. 

Audio Processing - Part 5 

Page 14 - Cornelius Gould discusses some 
considerations and effects of bandwidth limit-
ing on the processed audio signal. 

Networking 101 - Part 4 

Page 20 - Tren Barnett completes the initial 
settings of the server, by setting up a Dynamic 
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). 

Volume 11 Issue 5 

Past, Present and Future May 2003 
It has often been said, correctly, that a society 

can never understand where it is going unless it 
understands how it arrived at this point and place in 
time. The same principle is true in regards broadcast 
technology. 

As we move into the more complex transmission 
issues presented by IBOC, for example, one of the 
most important keys to understanding our jobs is 
grasping the concepts that underlie the technology. 
We need to learn about the technology and tech-

niques involved in tuning our facilities to achieve 
the best possible air product. 

Unfortunately, as has been often lamented, a 
major effect of deregulation has been a marked 
reduction in staffing levels at stations all over the 
country, as well as the loss of many experienced 
broadcast engineers. That cannot have a positive 
effect on the level of technical knowledge available at 
many stations. In plain English: When one engineer is 
tasked to care for six or eight stations all by himself, 

there is precious little time to thin1<, study, and learn 
about the entire system. The workweeks of many 
engineers are consumed merely putting out "fires." 

With fewer and fewer people really understand-

ing things like directional antennas, who is left to train 
the next generation? Whether the industry is "up to" 
developing workable solutions is up for debate. 

One thing is clear. Radio Guide sees its mission 
to be here to help make sense of the technologies, 
pressures and needs of the working engineers as we 
move into the future. 

What do you see as the issues ahead? What do 
you want to know? Take a moment and let us know 
at editor@radio-guide.com. Let us grow together! 

In a recent radio magazine article, the leaders of several 

large broadcast groups were asked what they were doing 

to cut costs. 

The number one answer? Automation. 

BSI's Simian is the most versatile automation software in 

the industry. If you need Simian to do something, from 

switching between satellite feeds to switching on the 

coffee in the morning, it can do the job. 

Thousands of use 

have discovered how 

easy and versatile 

BSI Simian really is. 
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Radio History by the Bay 
by Barry Mishkind 

Broadcasting Roots Uncovered at Tampa Bay 

as there time yet to save an historic site where a 
major aspect of broadcasting started 80 years ago? Ron 
Rackley has been hoping to get permission for an 
historical marker to be placed there, before the site and 
installation which started a revolution in station con-
struction is lost to the developer's blade. Read on for 
the details.] 

[TAMPA, Florida - May 200.31Directional Antennas 
are common in broadcasting. We use them for signal 
enhancement or signal reduction. From the yagi type 
antennas used for auxiliary services to the multi-tower 
arrays used to "shoehorn" AM stations into markets 
with ever increasing power, directional antennas per-
mit operation where non-directional activity just could 
not accomplish the technical requirements. 

Unfortunately, once installed, most directional an-
tennas seem to be given little attention. They work so 
well, one consultant suggested we might soon run out 
of engineers who truly understand them. 

Yet in a true "they said it couldn't be done" story, 
the very first directional antenna used in broadcasting 
was almost not finished. Nay Sayers thought it was 
impossible to set up and run; it would be just a vain 
pursuit. 

DUNEDIN DAYS 
The story begins in 1925 with George H. Bowles, 

a Real Estate entrepreneur in Dunedin, Florida. As the 
West Coast of Florida began to be developed, there was 
a need to get people to buy property and move down 
to retire in the sun. 

Bowles somehow learned about Walter Tison, a 
ham operator who had been instrumental in providing 
the first transmitter for WSB in Atlanta. Tison, no longer 
attached to WSB, was seeking to sell his transmitter to 
another potential broadcaster. Bowles brought Tison 
and his 500 watt transmitter to Dunedin, where it was 
installed ori the roof of the Fenway hotel. Amid 
appropriate fanfare, WGHB went on the air on Decem-
ber 10, 1925. 

Fenway Hotel — 1926 Dunedin Times 

As with most early stations, at 
first the studio was on the roof with 
the transmitter, accessible only via 
a long ladder. Just in time for the 
"Grand Opening" a studio was fin-
ished at ground level, so dignitaries 
would not have to climb the ladder. 
The impact was immediate. During 
the inaugural broadcast, some 425 

telegrams were reportedly received from 36 states and 
Canada. 

Unfortunately, the real estate boom in Florida was 
starting to falter, which in turn created cash flow 
problems for Bowles. Forced to sell his interests in the 
Fenway and the radio station, it was moved to Edward 
Haley's Fort Harrison Hotel in Clearwater. Re-chris-
tened WFHH in early February 1927, the station 
essentially was operated by the Clearwater Chamber of 
Commerce. Six months later, a station in Boca Raton 
died and they got the call sign they really wanted: 
WFLA — "West Florida." 
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WFLA did not operate alone for long. Although it 
had a good allocation on 850 kHz, in addition to the 
half dozen other area stations like WDAE, WFLA had 
to justify its existence to the Federal Radio Commission 
(FRC). Since all stations were essentially non-direc-
tional at the time, only a limited number of stations 
could operate at night without excessive interference. 
There was tremendous pressure on the FRC to eliminate 
those stations operating only part time, and replace 
them with facilities that promised to use the increas-
ingly crowded dial to the full. 

The solution at the time was to sell a half interest in 
the station to a neighboring Chamber of Commerce. 
The St. Petersburg C of C quickly agreed to pay $6,000 
to share the transmitter. Taking the calls WSUN (Why 
Stay Up North?) to lure visitors, the St. Petersburg 
station was permitted three days a week, and alternate 
Sundays for their operation on the new, and better 
frequency of 590 kHz. From there, the sister stations, 
now WFLA-WSUN, were moved to 620 kHz with 
2,500 watts daytime, and 1,000 watts at night, beckon-
ing Northerners to enjoy the sun and warm Gulf waters. 

Although there were few other stations on the 620 
frequency, one of them belonged to the Milwaukee 
Journal. Seeking to increase its signal to 5,000 watts, 
WTMJ asked the FRC to either abolish WFLA-WSUN, 
or cut its power. Eventually WTMJ went to court, and 
the US Court of Appeals directed the FRC to adjust 
WFLA-WSUN to protect WTMrs service area. The 
FRC, an agency with limited control over the broadcast 
industry, responded by reducing WFLA-WSUN's power 
to 500 watts daytime and 250 watts night, essentially 
depriving them of their desired listeners. 

THE FIRST DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA 
At that point, the future operation of WFLA-WSUN 

looked real bleak. Without access to listeners in the 
north, there was little value to the Chambers of Com-
merce in operating a radio station. They even consid-. 
ered turning in the license. But Walter Tison was not 
giving up. He approached the situation in two ways. 
First, he applied for a huge increase in power for the 
station, WTMJ's court order not withstanding. Then, he 
contacted Commander T.A.M. Craven, the consulting 
engineer for WFLA-WSUN, for assistance in designing 
and constructing a directional antenna. 

While there had been experiments on directive 
receiving antennas, and some transmitting facilities, it 
was mainly in short wave, point-to-point usage. Fur-
thermore, some engineers derided the concept of using 
a directive antenna at AM frequencies, suggesting the 
real problem was the way the WFLA-WSUN signal 
went across the Gulf of Mexico and "turned" up the 
Mississippi River Valley, to reach Milwaukee. Others 
simply said the ionosphere did not have anything like 
a smooth surface, and the resulting propagation would 
not be as anticipated. 

Craven, who would go on to serve as the first Lead 
Engineer at the FCC, and later a Commissioner, en-
listed the aid of Ray Wilmotte, a British engineer. 
Wilmotte had done quite a lot of study into the way 
directional antennas worked, and felt this was the right 
option for WFLA-WSUN. Wilmotte was so sure of 
himself that he agreed to be paid only if he was 
successful. Craven agreed with Wilmotte, and together 
they undertook to construct the antenna. Calculations 
were carefully made regarding the groundwave and 
skywave signals toward Milwaukee. 

The tower bases and guy anchors were laid along 
what would become the Courtney Campbell Causeway 
in Clearwater in March 1932, and tests began in May 
of that year. A 200 foot self supporting tower was 
constructed on either side of the road, a quarter 
wavelength apart, in line with the bearing toward 

Milwaukee, 346 degrees. The RF circuit was quite 
simple, with the transmission lines cut to quarter-
wavelength, and routed in a curved way to the towers. 
One tower was coupled from the transmitter with a coil 
to shift the signal -45 degrees; the other was coupled 
with a condensor, to shift the signal +45 degrees. The 
phase angle between the two towers was 90 degrees.The 
result was a tight cardioid pattern, with the null at 346 
degrees, toward Milwaukee. 

Milwaukee • 

346 Degrees 

Atlanta • 

An engineer was sent out in the field with such 
meters as existed then, as well as radios. Even with such 
a simple array, the tune-up did not go as quickly or as 
easily as expected. It soon became apparent the con-
structors had not fully taken mutual impedance factors 
into account, as even the relatively primitive bridges 
available showed different antenna base impedances. 
So, much of the "tuning" was done by making adjust-
ments until the signal "faded out" at the location of the 
monitoring engineers. 

In the end, it turned out Wilmotte was right in his 
calculations, and a deep minima was obtained. In fact, 
the antenna worked so well that the FRC inspector in 
Atlanta, who was to measure the frequency of the 
station, instead had to ask if WFLA-WSUN had author-
ity to be off the air. He could not hear the station at all! 

WILMOTTE'S SUCCESS 
The two tower WFLA-WSUN 

was a real success. And it 
operated for 18 years from 
the site on the causeway, 
accompanying the entry 
gate as a sentinel marking 
the entrance to 
Clearwater. The cardioid 
pattern sent a strong sig-
nal to the north while re-
ducing the signal toward 
Milwaukee well below re-
quired levels. 

Quite a few transmit-
ter logs have been saved 
from the operation of the 
plant, and the stability of 
the antenna can be seen 
today. 

directional antenna 

Craven's drawing 
of WFLA-WSUN 
radiation pattern. 

Wilson Welch, Clear Channel DE 
with WFLA-WSUN logs from 1934-1939. 

Of special interest is some of the terminology used 
in the logs. Engineers carefully noted the operating 
parameters, and special situations. 

(Continued on page 6) 
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Radio History 
by the Bay 

Continued from page 4. 

Among the logs are notes related to repairs done, 
even the reduction in power used during the later stages 
of World War II. Perhaps to describe the effect of the 
directional array in terms better understood in 1932, 
Tison often referred to it as a "shield" or "shielded 
transmission," to indicate a "shield" kept the signal 
from going to Milwaukee. Dutifully, the engineers 
noted each day when the array was "shielded" or 
"shield put on." I did look at quite a few of the logs, but 
none of them said "shields up." Apparently, no Starfleet 
officers worked at WFLA-WSUN! 

The two stations continued to send joint southern 

Portions of the WFLA-WSUN logs. 

greetings to folks up north for about 8 years. By 1941, 
the Clearwater Chamber of Commerce had had enough, 
and sold its half interest to the Tampa Tribune, which 
promptly changed the station's "home" to Tampa. With 
both entities wishing fulltime operation, separation 
was not long in coming. WFLA moved to a 940 plant 
(later 970) in Tampa, while WSUN stayed on 620 when 
they finally split in January 1941. In 1950, WSUN 
moved into St. Petersburg proper, at the site shown on 
the cover, along the Gandy Causeway. 

Today, both facilities are owned by Clear Channel 
Communications. The call letters on 620 are now 
WDAE, a call sign long used in Tapma by the station on 

1250. The Gandy Causeway site saw an increase to 
10,000 watts in recent years (to combat interference from 
Cuban broadcasts), still without sending excessive radia-
tion toward Milwaukee. Over on 970, the WFLA calls 
continue, with the power recently increased to 25,000 
watts day/11,000 watts night, into five towers of a six 
tower array shared with WHNZ ( 1250). 

THE SEARCH 
Ron Rackley, the consulting engineer for the sta-

tions, has long had an interest in the history of these 
stations, but especially in the WFLA-WSUN 620 facil-
ity from 1932. As noted, this was the first directional 
antenna used for broadcasting in the world. Although 
he knew the original location was along the Courtney 
Campbell Causeway, the exact location was not readily 
apparent. Rackley, and Wilson Welch, Gulf Coast 
Director of Engineering for Clear Channel Radio, won-
dered if any of the original site remained. They sought 
any information available as to the exact location, and 
hunted for clues. 

Finally, Ron discovered an old picture of the site 
near the causeway, and using the photo as a guide, 
Welch finally discovered the right location. A sewage 
plant now stands on the site of the south tower, 
however, the original base for the north tower of WFLA-
WSUN was hidden in a clump of trees in a field next 
to a gas station. Clearly visible was the date "Mar 8 
'32," when the tower bases were poured. 

Little bid I Know 
by Donald E. Kimberlin, NCE 

[TAMPA, Florida - May 20031 Little did I know 
all those years ago that I would return to Tampa Bay, 
traveling with Barry Mishkind to visit and research 
sites involved with the world's first DA. 

Forty-six years ago, when a new, state-of-the-
art, picturesque 1950 DA of (then) WSUN straddled 
the highway entrance to St. Petersburg, I was in 
college, and really proud to have been accepted 
into the small coterie of broadcasters around Tampa 
Bay. 

At the time, having been issued First Phone 
license number 531 at Tampa meant more to me 
than knowing its connection with names like Tison, 
Mitchell, Holey and Wilmotte. I had heard WSUN 
had "the first something-or-other." But, little did I 
know the "first" at WSUN had been a DA. And not 
until forty-odd years later did I find out it was not 
only the first in the US, but the first AM DA in the 
world. 

Walter Tison was quite a fellow. After serving as 
a WWI Navy radio operator, and a stint in the 
Merchant Marine, Tison built the first broadcast 
station in the southeast (WSB in 
April, 1922). Over time, Tison 
had spawned about half the 
AM's around Tampa Bay: sta-
tions with callsigns like WFLA, 
WALT, WTIS, WTAN and oth-
ers. 
A couple of years later, Tison 

brought his 1922 WSB trans-
mitter to Dunedin, Florida, to 
set it up in a hotel full of Florida 
bootleggers and real estate pro-
moters, and become a signifi- Walter Tison 

cant part of Florida's real estate boom and bust. As 
manager of WFLA and various other stations, Tison 
inspired awe from us young guys. Tison was Tampa 
Bay Broadcasting. 

Until discovering the whole WSUN/WFLA DA 
story, t never knew the illustrious background of my 
own station's (WTSP) consulting engineer, Walter 
Holey. Holey had been part of the FRC's team of 
engineers who observed and measured the success 
of the world's first DA from Atlanta. He certainly 
had first-person relations with Tison, Mitchell, 
Wilmotte and even the illustrious Commander T. A. 
M. Craven, a Washington, DC area consulting 
engineer who went on to become the FCC's first 
lead engineer, later rising to the office of FCC 
Commissioner. 

Craven was the link between Tison and Raymond 
Wilmotte, a British expatriate who had been instru-
mental in developing direction finders. Wilmotte 
brought his brilliance and innovation to bear in 
designing a "shield antenna" for WFLA-WSUN as 
the first practical application of Sommerfield's 
Theory. Until retiring in 1995, Wilmotte continued 
to distinguish himself working for the US military, 
RCA, and the FCC, on projects as diverse as UHF 
TV, mobile and satellite communications, and 
HDTV. 

Today, almost a half-century later, I finally can 
realize what all these men and their colleagues 
contributed to the art and science of broadcast 
engineering. Hence, I am humbled to be able to 
view even such a minor remnant of their work as a 
dated cement tower base. I surely hope the world 
will remember their work for a longer time than my 
memory. 

Don Kimberlin is a NARTE Certified Engineer, 
based in Landis, NC. He has written on many 
technical topics, both current and historical, and 
loves to go hunting for history. 

Rackley and Welch, along with others, are seeking 
to have an historical marker placed on this site, to 
commemorate the 
start of this first of 
all directional an-
tennas, and the 
men who con-
ceived and built it. 
Currently, a spon-
soring agency is be-
i ng sought. An an-
nouncement will 
be made in Radio Guide if and when permission is 
granted, for those wishing to contribute to the proposed 
marker. 
I wish to express my 

sincere appreciation to 
Ron Rackley of du Treil, 
Lundin & Rackley, Wil-
son Welch at Clear 
Channel, and Vincent 
Luisi, Director of the 
Dunedin Historical So-
ciety and for their kind-
ness in sharing their 
time and information 
in search of the history of the WFLA and WSUN. 
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Radio Towers 
Everything You Wanted to Know, But Were Afraid to Ask 

by Richard Haskey, CPBE 

Part 2: From Contract to Delivery 

[MESA, Arizona - May 2003) Last time we talked 
about selecting a tower (or towers) for your new or re-
located AM array. Since I am not sure that FM (like 
TV) will ever really catch on, we will leave consid-
eration of FM towers for another time. There are 
some basic similarities, but usually they have a 
bigger face width, especially at the bottom, and 
present a whole lot of different problems. Watch for 
this discussion coming to a newsstand near you. 

Meanwhile, you have ordered what you think 
will be a tower (or towers) suitable for your purposes. 
Once that is done, there are a number of things you 
can do prior to the arrival of the steel. First, of course, 
will be to select an erection crew. They are NOT all 
alike and equally competent. Many of the erectors of 
today do a fine job with cell/PCS towers, but prob-
ably well over half have never dealt with a guyed 
tower. This same half probably does NOT have a gin 
pole, a proper hoist and the knowledge to use this 
gear safely and effectively. 

Furthermore, there are dozens of tower firms 
specializing in hanging antennas, changing tower 
lights, doing various roof-top installations and the 
like. I know from experience that, when questioned, 
they will mostly all tell you they can do the job for 
you. They see $$$ in their eyes and a single tower 
erection job will probably net them more than 
hanging 15 antennas, running 1,250 feet of coax and 
installing a half dozen grounding kits. 

Be sure you ask your potential erector who will 
be doing the actual work. Are he and his crew going 
to do it or, will they bring in Arapaho Screen Door 
and Tower Service, a friend of your potential crew's 
owner. You may laugh, but it happens every day. 

Once you have narrowed your field down to two 
or three firms, it is time to get serious. 

CONTRACT SMARTLY 
DO NOT start a tower job with a handshake and 

a contract scrawled on a Dunkin' Donuts napkin. A 
tower job is an expensive undertaking and your 
employer probably deserves not to be "taken." 

First and foremost: Are they properly insured? 
Demand to have a copy of their insurance certificates 
faxed to you from the insurance carrier/agent's of-
fice. A coffee stained, folded and almost unreadable 
form from the glove box will not do. In today's 
"everybody sues everybody when the music stops" 
world, a one million dollar umbrella policy, in 
addition to workmen's compensation, bodily injury, 
etc. may not be enough. Your attorney will advise 
you and should inspect their contract to be sure you 
and your station are properly protected. 

Just as a point of interest, our firm has an arrange-
ment to quickly put in place a three million dollar 
umbrella policy which is mandatory on certain jobs. 
We do not keep it in force at all times due to the 
expense. Ordinarily, we carry all of the other re-
quired insurance and a one million dollar umbrella. 

And, verify their vehicles are properly insured as 
well. Most smaller tower companies will have a 
minimum of three carriers: Workmen's compensa-
tion, auto/vehicle liability and general liability. Be 
certain to have coverage declarations from all of 
them. Your attorney will advise you if you should 
demand to be named as an additional insured. In 
some states this is often mandatory. The larger tower 
companies, by the way, may well have all of their 
coverage through a single carrier. 

Look at the crew's equipment. Are they using 
demolition derby surplus vehicles? Look at the safety 
harnesses they are using. The old telephone lineman's 
belt is no longer a viable option according to OSHA. 
Additionally, 100% tie-off is the rule of the clay. This 
means that the climber has two lanyards, one of 
which is always attached to the structure. A third 
lanyard, often called a positioning lanyard, is used to 
secure the rigger to the tower when he gets to his 
work station. 

Lest we beat this safety discussion to death, 
suffice it to say you probably will have a pretty good 
idea if you can work with a particular crew after a 
one-half to one hour interview. Among the questions 
you should ask is whether his firm is a member of 
NATE (The National Association of Tower Erectors). 
If so, they subscribe to — and are supposed to abide 
by — all applicable safety Rules. 

After your attorney blesses your decision on a 
tower crew, it is time to move on to some other 
important matters. 

X MARKS THE SPOT 
Where will the tower be placed? Years ago, tower 

locations were spotted on topographic maps, scaled 
and field measured using tape or rope. Even many 
directional antenna arrays were done this way. 
Perhaps you have worked for a station that was sited 
this way. Let us hope the tower location was within 
a few seconds of where the license says it was 
supposed to be. Many are not. One clown, con-
fronted with a tower quite a ways off, tried to take the 
position that "this was earthquake country" and that 
must have caused it. The FCC did not buy it. 

After the days of the topographic map and field 
measuring, a surveyor's shot of Polaris (North Star) 
became very popular. The surveyor used a table 
called an ephemeris to determine when Polaris was 
directly overhead. At the exact time, using WWV, 
the lead surveyor would sight the star and yell out, 
"get ready" to his rod man. He would plunge his 
'scope toward the ground, ask that a point be set and 
quickly plunge further and set a second point. 

These two points would define a north-south line 
from which everything else was laid out. In the early 
days this was still done by measuring. EDM (Elec-
tronic Distance Measuring) became popular and 
affordable and the hand measuring was then merely 
a memory. 

Even with GPS now so common, there are many 
consultants who will accept nothing but a Polaris 
shot. Ask what method your consultant prefers. 
I have built several arrays using DGPS (Differen-

tial GPS) and the accuracy is phenomenal. If you 
consider all of the machinations the other methods 
require, you will find many chances for potential 
error. If these are all in the same direction, you might 
be fair bit off. 

With DG PS, the surveyor will utilize at least two 
highly accurate units and will have the ability to 
eliminate the built-in degradation from the satellites 
even though it is far less than it was several years ago. 
Rather than just send these guys out with a plot or 
map, find the time to go with them. You will be 
amazed, as l was, over the way this all comes 
together. 
A couple of years ago, we were doing an array 

and the owner's director of engineering showed up 
and asked where the tower bases were located. I took 

him out to one base and showed him the wooden 
stake. He was not impressed. Then, I called his 
attention to an 8d nail in the stake and he felt much 
better. 

Then I asked him if he could see the "dimple" in 
the nail. He saw it and said, "That's it? Wow!" I had 
previously asked the surveyor what accuracy he 
strove for. He replied that they were looking for 
better than 2 or 3 hundredths of a foot. (That is an 
eighth of an inch or so!) Then, I said, "Wow!' 

In addition tó the stake, be sure the surveyor sets 
an iron post at each point. That way, should the stake 
be stepped on or otherwise mutilated, it will be a 
quick job for the surveyor to consult his notes without 
having to run all over the field. Particularly with 
directional antenna systems, time spent carefully 
laying out the towers, will be well worth the effort 
down the road. 

If you really want to help your riggers, have the 
surveyors set off-set points at each excavation. That 
way, once the dirt is dug away and the exact marker 
is gone, there will be an easy way to check to make 
sure everything is back in its exact location. 

DELIVERY DAY 
When the trucks come rolling down the road with 

the steel package, what will you do with it? It has to 
be placed somewhere convenient to the tower 
location(s), must be where the over-the road truck 
can traverse without sinking into a quagmire and 
someplace where the stack of steel does not present 
an attractive nuisance. 

In addition to the steel, there will be boxes, 
canvas bags or even a barrel or two with hardware. 
All this hardware should be kept inside until needed. 
Guy wire on large wooden spools is usually safe if left 
outdoors. 

Unless you are in a small town where everybody 
knows everybody, the trucker is responsible only to 
bring the material to the site. He/she will not unload 
and usually not even help — except in the "small 
town" situation above. Possibly, you can get the 
rigger to bring in a small crane and off load the 
material. 
I have seen it happen a dozen times: People forget 

to get the proper off-loading equipment, the rental 
yard will not have anything until morning and the 
trucker is due in Ashtabula in the morning. The 
station engineer rounds up all the help he can find. 
Then, they start pushing the sections off the truck. 
The really fun part is when they push the guy wire 
spools over the side and the centers of the spools 
come loose from the sides. The wire is all on the 
bottom of the spool and 13 high-school athletes 
cannot budge it. 

The rigger will not be happy with this state of 
affairs. 

Get the proper equipment, or hire somebody 
who has it — and can use it. Sure, you are not 
unloading fine watches or Swiss Clocks but the 
sections are a bit fragile and the steel can be bent. 
More than likely, the sections are loaded two or three 
high with 4" x 4" "cribbing" between the layers. (The 
trucker may want the cribbing, but it is yours. You 
paid for it when you bought the towers. Use it as you 
wish.) 

The tower package is on the ground at your site. 
The surveyors have set all of the points where bases 
and anchors will be. It is time to call in the riggers for 
the next chapter in your extravaganza. When you get 
all of this finished, the rigging crew is on-site and you 
are ready to move on, let me know. I will be around 
to share more of what I have learned the hard way 
over many years. 

Mr Haskey claims he was with Marconi when 
radio was invented. Marconi, of course, got all the 
credit because he sent Haskey out to the 7-11 to buy 
beer. Have a question? Communication may be 
possible at rhaskey@extremezone.com 
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Tower Topics 

Part 1: So You Have a New Neighbor 
by Bix Bixby 

1LYKENS, Pennsylvania - May 20031It is a little after 
nine o'clock on Monday morning; you have been on 
the phone since you got to the office, and your coffee 
is already cold. And now there is some clown on the 
phone who says XYZ Cellular is going to build a tower 
near your AM directional array. He says you need to 
"sign off" on their plans. It looks like this is going to be 
a great week. Yet, it could be 
worse: More than a few station 
engineers have arrived at their trans-
mitter sites to find something like 
the tower shown here, already 
erected nearby. 

In this series, we will talk in 
detail about how best to deal with 
this situation. First, we will look at 
the pertinent FCC Rules and poli-
cies, what is required of the cellu-
lar operator and what information you should expect in 
the initial coordination contact. In Part 2, we will 
discuss how cellular towers affect AM antenna patterns 
and suggest some guidelines for predicting the effect of 
the tower on your station. Finally, in Part 3, we will 
cover the tower detuning and measurement techniques 
applicable to these situations. 

FCC RULES 
Until 1995, there were no specific FCC Rules 

covering non-broadcast towers erected near AM sta-
tions. Instead, the FCC had a policy applicable to all 
Commission licensees. This policy was published in 
several Public Notices, and stated, in part: 

... the Commission's policy is clear. Whether by impo-
sition of specific conditions or by operation of law, a 
licensee building a new facility is obligated to take all 
the necessary steps, including the financial burden, to 
correct interference problems caused by the new or 

modified construction'. 

But, since the situation was not addressed in the 
Rules themselves, many cellular operators were un-
aware of the policy until they got a complaint from the 
radio station, or, worse, a letter from the FCC. In 1995, 
the FCC adopted an extensive revision of Part 22 of its 
Rules pertaining to cellular operators. Of particular 
interest to us is the addition of Section 22.371. 

Sec. 22.371 Disturbance of AM 
broadcast station antenna patterns. 

Public Mobile Service licensees that construct or modify 
towers in the immediate vicinity of AM broadcast stations are 
responsible for measures necessary to correct disturbance of 
the AM station antenna pattern which causes operation outside 
of the radiation parameters specified by the FCC for the AM 
station, if the disturbance occurred as a result of such construc-
tion or modification. 

(a) Non-directional AM stations. If tower construction or 
modification is planned within 1 kilometer (0.6 mile) of a non-
directional AM broadcast station tower, the Public Mobile 
Service licensee must notify the licensee of the AM broadcast 
station in advance of the planned construction or modification. 
Measurements must be made to determine whether the con-
struction or modification affected the AM station antenna 
pattern. The Public Mobile Service licensee is responsible for 
the installation and continued maintenance of any detuning 
apparatus necessary to restore proper non-directional perfor-
mance of the AM station tower. 

(b) Directional AM stations. If tower construction or modi-
fication is planned within 3 kilometers ( 1.9 miles) of a direc-
tional AM broadcast station array, the Public Mobile Service 
licensee must notify the licensee of the AM broadcast station 
in advance of the planned construction or modification. Mea-
surements must be made to determine whether the construc-
tion or modification affected the AM station antenna pattern. 
The Public Mobile Service licensee is responsible for the 
installation and continued maintenance of any detuning appa-
ratus necessary to restore proper performance of the AM 

station array. 

For the most part, the new Rule simply codified the 
requirements of the old FCC policy as set forth in the 
various Public Notices. The most significant exception 
is in the area of required measurements. The old Public 
Notice required partial proofs of performance con-
ducted both before and after the tower construction. 
The new Rule refers generically to "measurements." In 
the Report and Order, the Commission made it clear 
this was not an oversight. Rather, their stated intent was 
to allow the flexibility to employ a measurement 
program appropriate to each situation. 

COORDINATION REQUIRED 
Both the Public Notice and Section 22.371 require 

coordination in advance whenever a tower is to be 
constructed or modified within 3 kilometers of a 
directional station or within 1 kilometer of a non-
directional station. The Rule does not specify the form 
of the coordination, whether verbal or written. 

Frequently, the first contact will be by telephone. 
This allows the cellular carrier's representative to 
locate the individual at the station or group that he 
should be talking with, and it allows for a convenient 
exchange of information. A prudent cellular operator 
will want a paper trail to document his compliance 
with the Rules, but that often comes at the end of the 
process in the form of a written final report. 

Similarly, the Rules do not specify the information 
to be provided. Clearly, however, the coordination is 
meaningless unless it provides enough accurate and 
detailed information to allow the AM station to make its 
own evaluation of the proposed tower's effect. There-
fore, the coordination should include: 

1. The exact location of the tower. It should be 
given in latitude and longitude with the reference 
datum, of course, along with whatever additional 
verbal description or street address that will help station 
staff locate the site. 

2. The tower type (self-supporting, monopole, or 
guyed) and the overall height of the tower. If the tower 
will have one or more substantial antenna platforms, 
details, including the height and nature of the plat-
forms, should be provided. Antenna platforms top-load 
the tower, making it appear taller than its physical 
height. 

3. The carrier should disclose what impact the 
tower will have on the station based on their analysis 
of the station's radiation pattern(s) and the tower 
location in those patterns. 

4. Based on their impact analysis, the carrier should 
indicate whether or not the tower will be detuned, and 
what measurements are proposed to comply with the 
requirements of Section 22.371. 

TOWERS BEYOND THE COORDINATION DISTANCE 
The Rules are quite clear with respect to notification 

of stations within the specified distances, but some-
times the tower locations fall just beyond. The FCC-
specified distances establish a zone within which it is 
reasonable to expect some impact on the AM station. 
Within those distances, cellular carriers are required to 
pro-actively notify the stations and mitigate the tower's 
impact. Beyond the coordination distance, it is less 
likely, but not impossible, that the tower will disturb 
the AM station's pattern. 

In those cases, it seems likely the FCC would 
encourage or even require cellular operators to take the 
appropriate steps to mitigate the impact of his tower 
based on the long standing policy discussed in the 
Public Notices as well as Section 22.371. Stated 
simply, the cellular operator isn't "off-the-hook" just 
because his tower is a few meters beyond the coordi-
nation distance. 

NON-CELLULAR TOWERS 
So far, we have referred specifically to towers 

erected or modified by cellular carriers. Cellular carri-
ers are regulated under Part 22 of the.FCC Rules and are 
covered by Section 22.371. However, not all of the 
folks we tend to lump together as "cellular" are such. 
Personal Communications Service carriers such as 
Sprint PCS are regulated under Part 24 of the Rules. 
NexTel is a Specialized Mobile Radio carrier regulated 
under Part 90. 

At present, there are no provisions in either Part 24 
or Part 90, analogous to section 22.371. After years of 
working with these carriers, my experience has been 
that usually they recognize their obligation with respect 
to nearby AM stations and they tend to follow the 
procedures called for in Section 22.371. 

A bigger problem appears to be the growing trend 
of structures owned by service companies that build 
towers or buy existing towers for lease to wireless 
providers. The landlord companies are typically not 
FCC licensees and therefore are not subject to Section 
22.371. However, the addition of cellular antennas to 
a tower would seem to be a modification within the 
meaning of the Rule or policy. 

Therefore, the tenant cellular carrier would have an 
obligation to coordinate with nearby AM stations. But, 
if the tower requires detuning, the tenants probably 
have no way to require the landlord to do so. 

FCC ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS 

The FCC is willing to enforce its Rules when 
necessary. In 1997, the Enforcement Division issued a 
Memorandum Opinion and Order' confirming a mon-
etary forfeiture of $4,000 against the Fayetteville Cel-
lular Telephone Company, L.P. for violation of Section 
22.371 by failing "... to give directional AM broadcast 
station WIDU(AM) prior notice before constructing a 
tower within 3 km..." of the station's array. In fact, the 
tower was less than 1 km from the station, and 
approximately 110 degrees tall at WIDU's frequency. 

The carrier detuned the tower when the AM station 
complained, a fact which the FCC "...considered in 
proposing the initial forfeiture amount..." The penalty 
related specifically to the failure to coordinate the 
tower in advance. Detuning the tower may have 
mitigated the penalty, but it did not get the carrier off 
the hook. 
A similar situation happened more recently in 

Rapid City, South Dakota involving WWC License, 
LLC the cellular licensee of KNKA721. In this case, 
although detuning apparently was not an issue, WVVC 
did not coordinate in advance with two nearby AM 
stations. The FCC issued a Notice of Apparent Liability 
for forfeiture of $4,000, citing violation of Section 
22.371.3 

NEXT TIME 

In the next issue, we will look at reradiation, the 
means by which cellular towers create problems for 
AM stations. The ability of a structure to disturb an AM 
station's pattern is determined by the magnitude of the 
reradiation from the structure. This is, in turn, a 
function of the height of the structure and the illuminat-
ing field, that is, the AM station signal impinging on the 
structure. We will consider how these factors might 
come together to cause a "disturbance...which causes 
operation outside the radiation parameters specified by 
the FCC for the AM station." 

' FCC Public Notice, Common Carrier Public Mobile Services 
Information, August 11, 1987 

2 FCC MO&O DA-97-208, Adopted Jan. 28, 1997, Released 
Feb. 4, 1997 

3 FCC Public Notice, DA 01-2818, Released December 4, 

2001, Action of 10/19/01 

A consultant to the broadcast and wireless tele-
communications industries, I. M. "Biz" Bixby is Presi-
dent of BixTech, LLC, in Lykens, PA.. He can be 
reached at bix@bixtech.com 
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TRANSCOM CORP. 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

For Information and the Latest Prices: 
Visit our Internet Website — wwwfmamtv.com 

Send your e-mail requests to: transcom@fmamtv.com 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and New Equipment 

The best deals on Celwave products, Andrew Cable and Shively antennas. 

co 
••-• 

u. E 
X 

2.5 kW 1978 Collins 831D2 
3.0 kW 1996 QEI Quantum 
3.5 kW 1985 BE FM 3.5A 
10 kW 1980 Harris FM 10K 
10 kW 1991 QEI FMQ10,000 
20 kW 1976 Collins 831G2 
20 kW 1982 Harris FM2OK 
25 kW 1986 Harris FM25K 
35 kW 1989 Harris HT35 
40 kW 1978 2-RCA BTF-20E1 (combined) 
50 kW 1982 Harris Combiner 

(w/auto exciter-transmitter switcher) 

1kW 
5 kW 
5/10 kW 
50 kW 
50 kW 

1980 
1984 
1982 
1982 
1986 

Harris MW1A 
Harris MW5A 
Continental 316F 
Continental 317C2 
Nautel AMPFET 50 

Misc Equipment 
BE F X-30 Exciter 
Belar AMM3 Mod Monitor 
Burke ARC-16 Remote Control 
Dielectric 4-Port Motorized Switch 
Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo 
Optimod 8100A (cards 3-5 only) 

Potomac Digital Phase Monitor AM1901 
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19, 2 & 3-Tower 
Potomac TU-16 Remote Control 

Electro-Impulse 80kW Air-Cooled 
Dummy Load, Model # DPTU-75K 

PO Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027 

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361 

Composite and Digital Distribution 
Solutions for the Most Demanding 

I Transmitter and Studio Applications 

• 
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Use the CDS-200 for switching two composite feeds to 
up to three different locations. Use the CDS-200A when 
only distribution is needed. Both units pass composite 
baseband,SCA, SAP and RBDS signals. Great for use at 
relay STL sites, and where only one stereo generator is 
available. 

, 
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The AES-200 is an AES compatible digital audio switcher 
and DA for use in Main/Alt transmitter audio switching, or 
studio switching. The unit has two 110 ohm outputs and 
two 75 ohm outputs, in addition to a two input digital 
audio switcher. 

Broadcast Devices, Inc. 
5 Crestview Avenue 
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916 

Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com 

bdi 

the PETER DAM CO. for 
custom transformers 

DC filter capacitors • variable capacitors 
custom rectifier assemblies • transient suppressors 

and then some... 

Peter Dahl Co. 
write or fax for an extensive catalog 

915 751-2300 • fax: 915 751-0768 • 5869 Waycross • El Paso, TX 79924 
vAvw.pwdahl.com • pwdco@pwdahl.com 

çFlipJack FJ-500 
,Nvv. Ar,,n Use —told 

World rile 

CELL PHONE INTERFACE MIXER 

The FlipJack is the latest addition to the Conex line of cell phone 
interface products. The FlipJack is designed to interface most 
hand held phones that have a 2.5 mm hands-free adapter jack. 

FEATURES: 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

1-800-645-1061 
www.conex-electro.com 

• Two headphone jacks ... each with it's own volume control. 
• Two Mic inputs and a seperate Line Input 
• Connection To A Standard Telephone Line. 

• Separate headphone cue switch for more flexibility 
• Operates on "AA' batteries ( Included) or external power (Optional) 
• Balanced Line Level Output 
• Slots for shoulder straps. 
• All IC's socketed for easy maintenance 
• Tuner input for off-air monitoring 
• LED level indicator 

ELECTRO?11 CONEX111 
1602 Carolina St PO Box 1342 Bellingham WA 98227 

phone: 360.734.4323 far: 360.676.4822 
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Automation on a Budget 
by Donna Ha/per 

How to Find the Right System 
It was not so long ago when choices of affordable 

automation were limited, and most PDs and CEs would 
share horror stories about how their system froze for no 
apparent reason. These days, as the April issue of Radio 
Guide discussed, there are a multitude of choices, in 
nearly every price range, and while it goes without 
saying that nothing is perfect, today's automation is far 
more reliable. 

But how can you find the right system if you are on 
a limited budget? I took an informal survey of nearly fifty 
people, talking not only to engineers, but to program 
directors and operations managers in small and medium 
markets about what automation system they chose and 
why. I noticed a few systems received frequent men-
tions; these included BSI's Simian (formerly known as 
the WaveStation), ENCO System's DADpro, Scott Stu-
dios, Smartcaster, Digital Jukebox, Raduga, TuneTracker, 
RDS Phantom, and OtsDJ (formerly Ots Juke). 

The only thing nearly everyone agreed on was: The 
ideal system does not exist. As Aaron Read, a Boston-
area technical consultant, told me, "Something most 
everyone who buys an automation system forgets about 
is that none of these systems are 'set it and forget it' 
systems. They all require system maintenance on a 
regular basis, including someone to update the playlist." 

The systems mentioned most frequently were rela-
tively easy to use; once the product was installed and the 
bugs were dealt with, these systems performed with 
great reliability. An owner of several small stations in the 
Northeast told me he really liked the Digital Jukebox for 
that very reason: simplicity and dependability. Others 
who use the system say it sounds just as good whether 
it is in live assist mode or full automation; it even has a 
built in music scheduler, a feature not all automation 
systems have. 
A drawback for some is the Antex audio cards, and 

several people mentioned that the system was designed 
for Windows 98, rather than the newer versions of 
Windows. But a plus is good tech support, and a 
commitment to making changes and improvements. 

The OtsDJ system received similar praise. Several 
small market PDs told me it was easy to learn and does 
a good job of mixing the music ( it can play CDs and 
MP3s). I must admit I was surprised by how many people 
mentioned this system: I knew some club Dis who had 
used it, but I did not know it was suitable for small market 
radio stations. Yet, Phil Alexander of Broadcast Engi-
neering Services and Technology explained why sta-
tions on a budget like it: "... because it is easily used by 
inexperienced personnel and can function as either fully 
automated, or as live assist with equal ease. In the full 
auto mode, it sounds better than most inexperienced 
board ops thanks to a very robust segue capability." 

One criticism of OtsDJ was that although it seldom 
crashes and produces very good sounding audio, it only 
has two play decks. The website for OtsDi says it will run 
on any Pentium 233MHz and above, and can use 
Windows 95, 98, ME, 2000 or XP; it needs a soundcard 
with a DirectSound or WDM driver. 

SMARTS was also singled out for being reliable and 
easy to use. Rick Sellers, owner of KMRY in Cedar 
Rapids said, " It's easily set up for satellite or local music; 
can be adapted easily to load an entire music library and 
let it do your programing... [and] it's got a nicely, simply 
laid out live screen for when the station is local and 
totally live." 

The one drawback Sellers noted was, "The SMARTS 
won't 'overlap' spot audio — for example, blending the 
end of one spot into another. It's make or break audio 
(though it will blend liners over satellite-fed music). It 
can't 'pause' in the middle of a spot cut. If you stop the 
spot, you must start over at the beginning, or go on to the 
next spot." KMRY's operations manager, Rick Sampson, 
agreed that for the money, Smarts has a very good 
product. "We are on our third Smartcaster automation 
system. It is not nearly as fancy or all-encompassing as 

some systems, but it is also not nearly as expensive!" 
Interestingly, a few OMs told me they still use their older 
Smartcasters, which have lasted for years; the older 
models are DOS-based and more difficult to use, but 
might be okay for an all-satellite operation. 

There are some fans of the former WaveStation who 
now use its next incarnation, Simian; they told me 
nothing can beat it for reliability. One consultant told me 
he even uses Simian to demonstrate the formats his 
consultancy offers. Simian can run unattended for long 
periods of time, and another good thing about it is how 
— when in live-assist mode— the on-air person can make 
changes even while the system is running. Simian is able 
to voice track, and there is compatible software which 
permits remote control. It is also reasonably priced. (On 
the other hand, I was told by several owners who liked 
their WaveStation and while it still worked well, they 
could no longer get support for it.) 

Another older DOS-based system still working for 
some stations is the Scott Studios' AXS; Tom Barclay of 
WKCX in Rome GA told me his is still running fine after 
eight years. But a lot has changed in the state of the art. For 
one example, the AXS does not support multiple audio 
streams, (unless you want to purchase extra audio cards), 
and it cannot make changes from a remote location. 

Like many users of older systems, Barclay is re-
searching the newer models, hoping to find one allow-
ing 3-4 days of "walk-away operation" at a time, some-
thing else he cannot do with his current system. (In 
fairness to Scott Studios, AXS was not a product they 
designed — Scott acquired the company that made it, 
circa 1996. And Scott recently acquired another com-
pany, Digital Universe, which although it only plays 
uncompressed audio, has many features and can be 
purchased for under $2000. 

Several votes named the Phantom Automation Sys-
tem from Register Data Systems. Typical were comments 
by Florida-based consulting engineer Alan Alsobrook: "I 
currently have 7 stations using [this system]. I have been 
very pleased with its operation. I would think of it more 
as a small market station system. The way I have been 
setting it up each system is pretty much stand alone. It's 
still a DOS based system and is extremely reliable. On 
the hardware side there is nothing in the Phantom 
(excepting the audio cards) that I can't go down to the 
local computer store and replace. Nothing is propri-
etary; no special formatting is used. Off the shelf equip-
ment works just fine." 

He also said the system seldom if ever breaks down. 
Don N iccum of KBIM in Roswell NM agreed. "Have yet 
to have a problem [with both of mine]. The one running 
a satellite music format just sits and runs. The other one 
runs satellite talk radio, using two Broadcast Tools 
switchers controlled with a serial link. That one took 
some extra programming, but it, like the FM sister unit, 
just runs and runs." 

Among the least expensive products, there was some 
positive comment about the TuneTracker, which I was 
told is very versatile and offers a surprising number of 
features; on the downside, it has its own operating 
system (Be0S), and several people told me it was 
difficult to install. Raduga was another low-priced op-
tion which was easy to learn, and those who used it 
stressed it was perfect for staff with no expertise in 
automation systems. 

It is a basic system and lacks certain features, but is 
able to play a variety of file formats and does very nice 
segues. A consulting engineer remarked that the lower 
price version (under $300) will not run the top of the 
hour ID exactly when it is supposed to; but the more 
expensive version ($649) will. Raduga does not have a 
music scheduler included, although one can be pur-
chased separately. It does permit voice-tracking, but 
since it lacks a dedicated module, it requires some rather 
cumbersome procedures to make it happen. Also, ver-
sion 3.6 will not run on Windows NT at this time. 

The lowest priced of all comes from Arrakis, which 
offers a scaled down version of Digilink for free, but most 
of the engineers with whom I spoke had few good things 
to say about the Digilink. Comments like "you get what 
you pay for" were typical, and the general feeling was 
the Digilink has had a history of reliability issues, with 
erratic tech support. In fairness, some of the problems 
mentioned have been corrected by the company, and 
several engineers said they have had no problems at all 
with the Digilink. Still, the perception remained among 
the engineers that there are other better, more reliable 
systems. 

Of course, those who could afford the higher priced 
systems such as ENCO's DadPro or AudioVault said they 
were well worth the cost. Scott Patrick, Program Direc-
tor at WCXO was very enthusiastic about the Scott 
Studios, saying he can do a week's worth of program-
ming in advance, and it is easy to make any changes. He 
told me the version WCXO has is DOS based (Scott 
upgraded to Windows 2000, but many of the DOS units 
are still being used with no problem), and since it does 
not come with a music scheduler, he uses MusicMaster. 

Like many fans of Scott, he agreed that the user 
interface is simple and easy to learn. Similar enthusiastic 
comments were made about ENCO; CE Andy Armstrong 
of Saga told me five of their stations in Maine use the 
ENCO system (12 workstations, two servers). He likes 
the way both ENCO and Scott handle the interface 
between traffic and music (several Saga stations use Scott 
Studios). 

The majority of small stations may lack the budget for 
the big name systems (although there are scaled down 
models which might be more affordable). But every CE 
mentioned that no matter what you buy, do not try to save 
money by skimping on training. It may cost a little, but in 
the end, a station saves money by knowing how to use the 
equipment properly, making a major crash less likely. 

Planning ahead is the most crucial phase. When 
looking towards automation, be sure to have a meeting 
with the Production Director, PD, MD, CE and all other 
parties. Ask them what they expect from the system. 
What they want it to do. Make a list and present that to 
the vendor for quotation. What features are 'must-have' 
(voice-track, remote control operation), as opposed to 
what you could live without right now and maybe up-
grade later? If possible, visit stations using proposed 
systems, or talk to PDs and CEs in markets similar to 
yours. Ask the practical questions:* 
How is tech support if things go wrong? Did the system 
perform as advertised once it was up and running? How 
long can it run unattended? How easily did the staff learn 
to use it? 

This last item is crucial, since in some smaller 
markets, the PD has to train new announcers on an on-
going basis. And when I have to recommend something, 
I prefer products with brochures and manuals written in 
English the average person can understand! 

There are even automation systems you can build 
yourself (a number of college stations told me they 
pursued this option). Other options include inexpensive 
software where you supply the PCs, as well as a few 
offering a complete turnkey operation for under $ 3,000. 
Clearly there is no "one size fits all." Nevertheless, by 
searching carefully, the chances are good even a small 
station will be able to find capable automation at a price 
they can afford. 

Donna Halper is a programming consultant based in Bos-
ton, Massachusetts. She lectures at Emerson College, and has 
written extensively on many aspects of broadcasting. Donna can 
be reached through her website at www.donnahalper.com 
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Introducing   
the fa VIL-C1 Vte Model FT-1AP 

FM MONITOR & TRANSLATOR RECEIVER 
"Designed to deal effectively with radiation interference!" 

S.L.P. -$ 1,395. Check it out; 

'7 Heavily shielded, SMT Architecture 

V High Selectivity ( 25dB-1st Adj. / 80dB - 2nd Adj.) 

/ High Sensitivity (31pv= 50dB quieting in Stereo) 

/Low Noise Floor (-80dB down - typical) 

/Reference Quality audio for accurate "off- air" 

%/Software upgradable, including "Carrier Sense" 

"The FT-1 AP is the FM monitor you 've been looking for!" 

AGILE TUNING 
w/ 8 Presets 

COMPOSITE OUT AUDIO OUTPUT 
Adjustable 1 - 4 5Vp-p Bal +BOB-soon/0dB) 

11 fa vvf-a k&e_ FM 
P.O. Box 455, Buffalo NY 14225 

716-683-5451 - FAX 716-683-5421 
Div. of Fardare Electronics, Ltd. 

Mpiel CAS-1 Con Air Switcher 
• eliminates delay from studio headphone monitor 

• .rnmedlate warning or air signal failure 

• adjustade EQ and compression of monitor audio 

• a.r signal is not altered in any way 

• balanced audio input aid output 

• ootional rack mount available 

I 1 ‘.< ( ¡muds, 

1-800-268-8637 

Need more info? FAX, or write: 
"proieoefaryiere.cont -, 
or visit our website at 
hup://www.janiam. corn 

Model MBC-1 Message Board Controller 
• converts status inputs to LED display data 

• 15 prioritized logic-level signaling inputs 

• momentary or maintained signal inputs 

• fully programmable color display with graphics 

• pre-programmed "starter messages 

• multiple displays from one controller 

Model AC U-1 Audio Control Unit 
• 8 Input by 1 output stereo audio switcher 

• 8 momentary or maintained output relays 

• 16 logic-level status inputs 

• silence sensing with adjustable sensitivity 

• optional temperature sensing capability 

• computer controlled via "multidrop" RS-232 

Model TAS-1 Telephone Announcement System 
• oigital message storage—no moving parts 

• variable outgoing message format 

• gactive or defective edephone line indicator 

• resettable incoming call counter 

• temperature delivery in Fahrenheit or Celcius 

• battery backed AC synchronized clock 

eri) Sine Sysfems 615.228.3500 

WWW. seesystems.corn 

RECTIFIER PROBLEMS? 

OUR 51000 SERIES RECTIFIER IS VIRTUALLY 
"ONE SIZE FITS ALL" FOR SINGLE PHASE 
TRANSMITTERS LESS THAN 
15 KILOWATTS TO THREE-PHASE 
TRANSMITTERS UP TO 35 KILOWATTS, 
WE HAVE A QUICK, EXPERT SOLUTION. 

No matter what 
transmitter ‘, ou own, 
we can provide quality 
rectifiers from stock. We 
have a reliable, cost-effective 
solution to meet the requirements 
of most AM and FM transmitters built 
since the 1ç.5Os at prices better than 

the manufacturers'. 

'We Have 
MA Rectifiers 

AM Antenna Solutions 

LBA TurupoleTv 
Folded Unipole Systems 

Antenna Tuning Units 

RF Corr ponente 

Diplexer, Triplezer aid 
Phasor Systets 

LBA Technology Inc is your proven septet of ir rcvative, digital-ready AM antenna 
systems Our products include turirig units phosng systerns, multiplexers, AM/ 

wireless isolation systems and comppner ts for every Dower level We help hundreds 

of broadcasters in the USA ant worfdwie to 

reach fturther — sound better! 

LBA Technology, Inc. 

3400 Tupper Drive Greerniale NC 27834 
800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 Fa> 252-752-9155 / Email Luatech@Lbagroup corn 

wwwItiagroup con 
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Audio Processing 
From the Ground Up 

by Cornelius Gould 

Part 5 — Bandwidth Limiting 
Our series of articles on the building blocks of an 

audio processor moves along as Cornelius describes 
just how wide a broadcaster's "elbows" can be. [Ed] 

(CLEVELAND, Ohio - May 20031 Last time out, 
we talked about the various types of modulation 
limiting, and their impact on audio. This month we 
will talk about a different kind of limiting: Bandwidth 
Limiting. 

The reasons for bandwidth limits vary for FM and 
AM, but such limits are a very critical part of audio 
processing, and must be considered in the audio 
processing equation! In many ways, this article really 
is a direct continuation of the article from last month, 
so you may find it worthwhile to review that one again. 
AM broadcast audio signals in the USA must 

conform to the specifications developed by the Na-
tional Radio Systems Committee (NRSC) to maintain 
legal operation of an AM transmitter. These specifica-
tions, usually referred to as NRSC-1, call for extremely 
tight attenuation of audio energy above 10 kHz to help 
prevent interference to adjacent AM signals. Exceed-
ing this bandwidth will cause "spits," "ringing" and 
"splattering" on those adjacent stations whenever high 
frequency content is on the signal. 

Over on the FM band, broadcast audio signals 
have to protect the FM stereo pilot tone from interfer-
ence from program audio. Since the pilot tone is at 
19 kHz, in practice the actual audio processor 
bandwidth for FM is scaled to whatever the designer 
feels is necessary to protect the pilot. Generally 
speaking, this means the audio bandwidth of FM 
Stereo is 15 kHz. Failure to protect the pilot tone 
results in many bizarre sounds which occur when-
ever there is significant high frequency content in the 
program signal at or near 19 kHz. 

EARLY BATTLES 
In the early days of my home-brew audio process-

ing, as I got into FM Stereo I had my share of 
wonderful "birdies" either from the lack of filtering of 
the energy above 15 kHz, or from the filters not being 
steep enough to fully protect the pilot. It became a 
chronic problem when I developed effective final 
limiters (FM Clippers). This is because, by its nature, 
final modulation limiting using clipping diodes cre-
ates audio rich with high frequency overtone har-
monics. 

Aaaah — I can hear them all now! The nightmarish 
aliasing tones created by the high frequency "bling 
bling" notes in Madonna's "Material Girl;" the bi-
zarre, fuzzy, out of phase distortion all over the high 
frequency percussion instruments of Michael 

• McDonald's "Sweet Freedom;" and all those various 
albums with something going on outside my audible 
range, but causing all kinds of interesting and very 
audible tones by the time they got decoded by any 
FM stereo receiver. 

Even to this day, merely recalling all those 
frustrating problems sends shivers down my spine! I 
would have to say one of the more interesting things 
I have heard in this regard is from the ending of the 
Beatles "Day In The Life." In that ending, as the 
orchestra fades, there is some inaudible tone that 
sweeps around. Well, it is inaudible until it is 
decoded by an FM Stereo radio, which emits the 
familiar heterodyning type tones you get when you 
tune through the AM band. 

These problems were all caused by the ineffec-
tive 15 kHz lowpass filter designs I originally used. 
Finally, it all forced me to buckle down and learn 
how filters work and how to get them to "play nicely" 
with the final limiting preceding them. So, that is 
where we will start. 

LOWPASS FILTERS 
One of the biggest problems encountered from 

connecting lowpass filters to the output of final 
limiters is the fact that filters of any kind have a 
tendency to really "undo" the extremely tight peak 
levels built up by the final limiter. In effect, "you 
can't live with 'em, and you can't live without 'em." 
This is due to the Gibbs Phenomenon. An official 
definition of this Gibbs effect reads as follows: The 
ringing near a discontinuity in a signal that is caused 
by (incomplete Fourier synthesis, or) missing fre-
quencies. 

With this definition in mind, let us jump right into 
the fire. 

A Normal Square Wave 

Square Wave Altered 
by Gibbs Phenomenon 

What literally happens when following a final 
limiter with a filter is this: The square wave output of 
the audio clipper is applied to the filter. For a square 
wave to remain "square" at high frequencies such as, 
say, 4 kHz, it takes a much higher bandwidth than 4 
kHz to reproduce faithfully. 

With a lowpass filter, the square wave will distort 
due to the fact that (for, let's say, FM) the harmonics 
above 15 kHz that make up the 4 kHz square wave 
are removed by the bandwidth protection filter ... 
hence "the discontinuity in a signal that is caused by 
... missing frequencies" part of our definition. 

For FM stereo, this waveform transformation that 
happens around 3-5 kHz, is a pretty nasty transition. 
The square wave will rotate into a peaky triangle 
wave with overshoots of 9% or greater. After going 
through the transition (at about 10 kHz on out to the 
cutoff point), the waveform settles down to sine 
waves that will never change in amplitude regardless 
of how "hard" you clip. 

So, the trick for the audio processing designer is 
to come up with a way to compensate for this 
transition effect to preserve all the loudness gained 
by a kick-butt distortion controlled clipper system, 
and still protect the FM stereo pilot, or - for AM - 
keeping adjacent channels clean. By the way, the 
transition point for AM broadcasts happens at a much 
lower frequency since the bandwidth is only 10 kHz. 

There are many schemes out there to "fix" this 
overshoot problem. One scheme simply adds an-
other final limiter after the lowpass filter, which just 
re-introduces some out of band spectra which was 
removed previously. This means the bandwidth 
protection is not as good as it can be. 
A much more clever scheme creates a "pre-

distorted" signal which, in turn, ca- uses sort-of the 
opposite to the Gibbs Phenomenon waveform distor-
tion. When this pre-distorted signal is fed through the 
main bandwidth filter, this "pre-distorted" signal will 
mostly cancel the effects of the Gibbs phenomenon. 

The best of today's audio processors deal with the 
problem using the latter method in some form. It is 
usually handled in a very elegant way — by being 
built into the distortion canceling system. So, not 
only do you cancel obvious audible distortion, but 
you also cancel the overshoots. Pretty clever, eh? But 
we are not quite home free, though. 

SAFETY CLIPPER 
The canceling of the Gibbs effect can introduce 

some residual overshoots, so typically a "safety 
clipper" is employed. This clipper is placed after all 
of the filtering, and is usually just before the input of 
the FM stereo generator. For AM processors, this 
safety clipper is placed just before the output ampli-
fier stage of the processor. 

If the complete distortion canceling and over-
shoot compensation system is designed correctly, 
the residual overshoots requiring a safety clipper will 
be very brief, or very minimal, so there will be no 
compromise in bandwidth restrictions. 

This aspect of audio processing is very interesting 
to follow from a historical point of view, as different 
designers at different times developed different parts 
of this entire distortion control/overshoot compensa-
tion scheme. Over time, the latter day designers 
were able to improve on these individual ideas and 
roll them all together into the systems we have today. 
I have spent several years digging around and 

finding some of the early stages of these schemes in 
some pretty obscure (as well as mainstream) audio 
processing designs over the years. By watching the 
evolution, I was able to fully understand this beast. 

In many ways, the distortion control/overshoot 
compensated filters turns into the area where the real 
"meat" of a very well designed audio processing 
system can be found! 

Next month, we will look at how AM and FM 
Stereo works, and how audio processing comes into 
play. We are coming close to wrapping up this phase 
Aof the series and then we will be moving into a lot 
of newly created areas of our lives in radio, and we 
will look into the best way to use audio processing to 
help you there. 
I also plan to write some articles inspired from 

some of the e-mail conversations I have been having 
with some of our readers during this series. So, please 
keep the e-mails coming, folks! 

Cornelius Gould has had a life long interest in the 
insides of audio processors. He is the Senior Staff Engineer 
for Infinity Broadcasting in Cleveland, Ohio as well as 
Chief Engineer for WICU 88.7 FM in Cleveland. You can 
reach him at: cg@radiocleveland.com 

The Jingle Book 
The First Rook 

About Radio Jingles 
Written by journalist and jingle 

producer Ken R.,"The Jingle Book" is 
a 250-page paperback, with eight 
pages of photos. It includes a one-
hour FREE audio CD, featuring the 
best jingles from 1960 through 1974, 
from companies such as PAMS, TM 

Productions, Pepper Tanner, CRC, Spot Productions and 
many others. The book retails for $49. 

Details and table of contents can be viewed on the 

website: http://www.kenr.com 
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WHY NOT SWITCH TO NICIAI 

COMPLETE FM/TV PRODUCT LIN 

Coax switches from 
7/8" through 6-1/8" 

Control panels available. 
• HARMONIC FILTERS 

ANTENNAS 

• SPLITTERS 

• NOTCH FILTERS 

• POWER COMBINERS 

/• CHANNEL COMBINERS 

K 
IN +1 SWITCHING MATRIX 

// Free UPS Ground shipping within the continental USA 

and Canada - SWITCHES ONLY 

Micro Communications, Inc. 
Toll Free: 800-545-0608 
www.mcibroadcast.com 

ISO 9001:2000 Registered 

husage 
urimem 
VISA 

THE RAMMr PX1 
35W FM STEREO EXCITER/TRANSMITTER 

ONLY 
'1795 95 

• Frequency Agile - 87.5 to 108.0 MHz 
• Digitally Synthesized PLL 
• -emperature and VSWR Protected 
• 120/240/12 VDC Power with Auto Battery Back-up 

The PX1 was designed to fill the needs of the low power or community 
broadcaster. Set-up and use is fast and simple with just 5 buttons to 
access all parameters - power, frequency, modulation, and more. The 
2-line vacuum fluorescent display gives you "at-a glance" verification of all 
important functions. The micro-controller continuously monitors 
frequency, temperature, deviation. etc. and makes subtle adjustments 
on the fly- like a "virtual" station engineer. 

Two balanced inputs (XLR) are provided, as are inputs for SCA and RDS 
(BNC) RF Output connection is type " N", output power is adjustable from 
1 to 35 Watts. 

if you're setting up a new station, we also supply consoles, microphones, 
antennas, feedline, and more. 

AVCOM-RAMSEY TECHNOLOGIES 
793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564 

Order Toll-Frez: 800-446-2295 
www.highpowerfm.com • sales@ramseyelectronics.com 

RAM BROADCAST SUPPLY 

• Analog and Digital Mixers 
• Analog and Digital Switchers 
• Audio Digital Storage Systems 
• Intercom Systems 
• Studio Furniture 
• Jackfields and Punchblocks 
• Microphones and Accessories 
• Audio Processors 
• CD Players and Recorders 
• DAT Record/Reproducers 
• Mini-disc Record/Reproducers 
• Phone Systems 
• ISDN Products 

One Stop Shopping 
Low Prices 

WVVVV.RA1V1SYSCOM.00 
80C-779-7575 

Phone: 847-487-7575 Fax: 847-487-2440 

THE CARRYABLE KILOWATT 

3 rack spaces tall & only 49Ibs! 

XL1000 ONLY $ 8,850 FOR LIMITED TIME 
-NJ Frequency Agile 

-V 2-year warranty 

-\/ 24 hour Tech Support 

-\/ Modular Construction 

'N/ Outstanding Audio Specs 

NI Composite in or Stereo Built-in 

«\/ PC Interface via modem or serial 

CALL TODAY OUR TOLL- FREE NUMBER 

1 888 239 8462 
41/12rri  1045 Tenth Ave • San Diego, CA • 92101 

USA TEL: 819 239-8482 FAX: 819 239-8474 
vA•Av.BEXT.com Limited time promotional prece only, List $ 9,995 
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The Public File 
by Ken Benner, NCE 

(TUCSON, Arizona - May 200.31 The average 
number of requests to review a station's Public File by 
a member of the public is approximately one every four 
years. Indeed, several major market TV stations I have 
inspected have never had such a request that they can 
remember. Eighty-five per cent of the requests to view 
a public file are politicians wondering what their 
opponent is spending on political ads. 

With such little public interest, many wonder why 
we are required to maintain this file. The primary 
reason is a properly maintained Public File clearly 
serves to illustrate the station's responsibility to. its 
community of license and its dedication to serve the 
public interest, convenience and necessity. It also 
serves to provide a standardized means for defending 
the licensee in the event of a challenge to the license 
during the application or renewal process. 

Please note, every broadcast station now must have 
a complete Public File even if they are all operating off 
separate computers from the same broom closet. Some 
stations tend to put anything and everything in their 
Public File. This can end up getting them in trouble 
because inappropriate personal information that should 
remain confidential may end being displayed. 

In fact, when inspecting stations, I suggest they 
maintain four general files: First is the required Public 
File. In addition there should be a Manager's File, an 
Engineer's File, and an Historical (or Scrapbook) File. 
This system allows a proper place for everything, 
especially what does not belong in the public file. 

For examples: Once an application is finalized it 
goes to the historical file, unless it contains technical 
information of value to the engineer, which would 
place it in the engineer's file. Public files inquiry sheets, 
once finalized, go to the Manager's file for future 
reference. After two years political files should go to the 
Manager's Pile for possible future sales use. Obsolete 
license items go to the Historical file for future use 
during the 50th, 75th ... anniversary celebrations. You 
get the idea. 

During the past eight years that we have doing 
alternative inspections, without question the major 
concern from almost every station we visit is the Public 
File. Who can look at the file? When can they see the 
file? 

What to file? How much to file? What not to file? 
How long to keep it in the file? 

The first two questions are pretty easy: The Public 
File is public, therefore anyone who comes and asks to 
see it may do so— whether in person, by telephone, fax, 
or email. Yes, the public is not required to appear in 
person to get information from the Public File. Stations 
are required to respond, if asked, by telephone, fax, or 
email. 

Furthermore, the Public File must be accessible any 
time during normal business hours. This means more 
than one staff person needs to know how to interact 
with the public regarding the file, and the methods of 
fulfilling their requests. You may not deny a member of 
the public access to your Public File just because the 
manager or other appropriate person is unavailable 

Furthermore, contrary to "common wisdom," those 
seeking the Public File do not have to identify them-
selves in order to access the materials. However, if 
someone wants a hardcopy of something in the file, it 
is proper to charge a modest fee per page prior to 
supplying photocopies or faxes of any part of the file. 

For those of you who have suffered through one of 
my visits, you know before I leave that you have a 
proper Public File, or at least a set of required folders 
waiting for the appropriate documentation to be added. 
On the front of each folder under clear cellophane tape 
is a description of what goes in and for how long. The 

key to maintaining a proper public file is to keep it as 
simple as possible so even an inexperienced person can 
step in with full confidence of doing it properly. 

FIRST THINGS FIRST 
To get started and become fully up to date, go to the 

FCC's website, download and print the appropriate AM 
or FM "Broadcast Station Self-inspection Checklist." 
The complete URL is http://www.fcc.gov/eb/bc-chkIsts/ 

Next, go to: www.wcsr.com and print out the "EEO 
Regulations for Broadcasters — A Primer on Current 
FCC Requirements" and print it out. Now you have all 
you need to produce and understand a proper Public 
File. 

Start with sixteen folders individually tabbed: 

1. WELCOME TO OUR PUBLIC FILE 
2. APPLICATIONS 
3. AUTHORIZATION 
4. CITIZEN AGREEMENTS 

5. CONTOUR MAPS 
6. OWNERSHIP REPORTS 
7. POLITICAL 
8. NON-CANDIDATE/ISSUE ADVERTISEMENTS 
9. EEO FILE 
10. PUBLIC AND BROADCASTING 
11. LETTERS FROM THE PUBLIC 
12. INVESTIGATIVE MATERIAL 
13. ISSUES-PROGRAM LISTS 
14. DONOR LISTS 
15. TIME BROKERAGE AGREEMENTS 

16. LOCAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

As an aid to remembering what goes into each 
folder, I recommend that once you have the sixteen 
folders tabbed, use the text from Section I-F of the Self 
Inspection Checklist, and paste the official FCC word-
ing on the file folder. 

For example, in the FCC Checklist, Item 16 refers to 
applications, and says: "Does the public file contain 
copies of all applications, exhibits, letters, initial and. 
final decisions in hearing cases and other documents 
pertaining to the station which were filed with the 
Commission and which are open for the public inspec-
tion at the FCC? This includes applications granted 
pursuant to a waiver. [See 73.3526(e)(2) or 
73.3527(e)(2)1." Just print the appropriate paragraph, 
tape it to the second folder, and you will always know 
what belongs in there. Proceed similarly with the rest 
of the folders. 

It is quite likely some of these files will be empty 
some, or all of the time. For example, the"application" 
and "local announcements" folders are empty if no 
applications are pending. Also, "Donor Lists" would be 
empty for commercial stations as well as ( in most cases) 
"Investigative Material" and "Time Brokerage Agree-
ments." 

For such unused folders, it is appropriate simply to 
place a single letterhead sheet that reads in big bold 
print: "This file folder is not applicable to this station at 
this time." 

FOLDER CONTENTS CONSIDERED 
Please note that although trained by the FCC in the 

process of inspecting stations, I am not a lawyer, and 
certainly would never seek to direct you against the 
advice of your Communications Attorney. In fact, 
sometimes the lawyers get and understand FCC Rule 
changes before the inspectors; so feel free to check with 
your Counsel any time you are in doubt as to what is 
correct. With that in mind, let us chat a bit about what 
goes into these file folders so the inspector will continue 
smiling at you. 

WELCOME TO OUR PUBLIC FILE: While not re-
quired by the FCC, the form in this file facilitates the 
proper handling of any inquiry from the public in 
person, by telephone or fax. The folder should contain 
several blank copies of this form. It is self-explanatory 
and simplified such so even a new person on staff can 
accommodate any public file inquiry. Once processed 
these completed forms are not returned to this folder 
but should be retained in the Manager's file. 

Why have the form if persons are not required to 
identify themselves to get information from the public 
file? First, it provides basic information the public 
needs to know as they seek information. Also, it 
provides a record for the station of the fact of the request 
itself. • 

Welcome to our Broadcast Operation 

and our library of Public Files. 

These files are available for review and for copying at any 
time during normal business hours. A staff member will be 
pleased to assist you in locating any item of interest. To prevent ee. mis-filing, only one file is made available at . None of the 
items in any file may be removed, hot , you may have 
copies made for 25¢ per page. PI eig the items you wish 
copied in the space below. 

We will appreciate yo re in the handling and proper 
re-filing of these importa ments following your review. 

This station op in full compliance of the Rules and 
Regulations of States Federal Communications 
Commission, proud to serve the public interest, conve-

nience a ssity. We welcome your comment and sug-
gestions. ank you for your interest. 

The station management and staff. 
Items I wish to order copies of include: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Total pages @ 250/page = 

Please mail to: 

Name: Address: 
City: State: Zip: Phone: 

APPLICATIONS: I look for the current applications 
filed with the FCC, and correspondence related to these 
filings. If the FCC asks you to provide additional 
information to complete the processing of a current 
application, that exchange of letters belongs in this file. 

What you do not need is a copy of the renewal 
application from 1975. At some stations, I have found 
faded, dog-eared applications dating back to the origi-
nal one. That is just a slight "overkill." One TV station 
I inspected hauled four 55 gallon drums of obsolete 
material I identified from their files to the dump. They 
had saved everything and in fact had a full-time 
employee maintaining it. 

AUTHORIZATION: It is not unusual to find several 
versions of licenses, dating back through several own-
erships, or an illegible copy ... of a copy of a copy. But 
as long as the renewal card addressed to the proper call 
and current ownership is posted, and all of the techni-
cal information on the license is proper, I can accept 
this file as proper. Do not forget to include the auxiliary 
I ¡censes. 

On the other hand, when I question why the posted 
license states 1 kW and I calculate the power at 5 kW, 
or my GPS meter indicates the location of the tower 
other than what is stated on the posted license, it is time 
to punch up the FCC website and determine if these 
changes have been incorporated for the current lic-
ensee. Most often, this can be traced to a properly 
updated license at the corporate headquarters which 
failed to get forwarded to the station. 

By the way, it is my strong recommendation that a 
copy of the license and/or its renewal card be posted, 
with the originals stored off-site in a fireproof vault. 

CITIZEN AGREEMENTS: Smart managers avoid 
these with a passion and most stations simply have a 
note filed in here stating: "This file folder is not 
applicable to this station at this time." 

One reason for this is that if you enter into a good 
faith written agreement with one citizen group to run 
their public service spots, chances are that once the 
word is out, you will have every citizen group in the 
area beating a path to the station demanding equal 
time. 

There are still more folders to consider, and we will 
take a look into them next time out. In the meantime, 
as a way to help you get started, the 16 file folders titles, 
the official FCC instructions, and a copy of the form I 
mentioned earlier in the "Welcome to our Public File" 
folder will be posted for download at: 
www.radio-guide.com/pubfile.html 

Ken Benner, a retired broadcast engineer, resides in Tucson, 
Arizona. He continues to perform Alternative FCC Inspection 

Certifications for hundreds of stations under several state broad-
caster association sponsored programs. He can be reached at: 
bennerassociates@aol.com. 
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Answers to Your Questions on EAS 

EAS Q8eA 
by Clay Freinwald with Barry Mishkind 

(SEATTLE, Washington 
— May 20031 This month 
Barry and Clay conclude 
their discussion of the LP 
stations and Relay Net-
works, and their effect on 
the distribution of emer-
gency messages. (Ed) 

Barry - Clay, you feel pretty strongly about the 
proposition that local broadcasters should not originate 
EAS messages. If this is indeed implemented, it would 
mean each governmental entity issuing an EAS mes-
sage must have an EAS encoder, true? 

Clay - Yes, that is the case. Every source of EAS 
messages really must have their own encoder so they 
can create the complete EAS message. 

Barry - So, how do you convince bureaucrats to 
purchase the necessary equipment for Relay Network 
and EAS Encoders? 

Clay - This process starts with the leadership within 
SECC or LECC committees understanding the necessary 
steps toward the creation of viable EAS systems. In 
today's world of terrorist threats and color coded levels 
of concern, every governmental entity, State, County 
or City should be very aware ci the need for a public 
warning system. 
A properly designed and administrated EAS system 

is the best thing we have going. It may well require 
these folks are pointed in the direction of other areas 
where great EAS systems are operating, so they can 
learn what needs to be done. The bottom line for a 
statewide EAS system to function: States need to 
understand that they are going to have to contribute the 
communications assets to reach the electronic media. 
This is not a job for Broadcasters. 

Barry - This is well and fine, but a Part 74 system is 
used for EAS messaging in Seattle. Why do you not use 
an existing government radio frequency? 

Clay - You ask a good question. First of all, the 
Seattle area EAS system was one of the first LRN's in the 
country. Technically, this area is known as the Central 
Puget Operational Area (named after Puget Sound) and 
is comprised of seven counties and many cities, each 
of which now have the ability to initiate EAS messages. 

In order to "jump-start" the system we opted to use 
a Part 74 frequency for our EAS-UHF repeater system/ 
LRN. Since then, we have mainly used existing govern-
ment radio systems. In some case, to get an LRN up and 
running and avoid some of the political problems, Part 
74 might be an easy answer, but it should not be the first 
place you look. 

Barry - Yes, the whole thing benefits from the sort 
of cooperation you have there. By the way, who pays 
for the government frequency equipment in the Seattle 
LRN? 

Clay - In Seattle, the major county in the area 
donated the equipment. Maintenance is spearheaded 
by local Broadcast Engineers, and the site for the 
equipment was donated by a local Broadcaster. How-
ever, the County will likely repair it if there is a need. 
In the case where you use an existing government radio 
system, this is not an issue, as maintenance is already 
"covered." 

Barry - If an area does install an LRN, how does it 
impact how AMBER is handled? 

Clay - In many areas, LP stations are used for 
Message Generation (wrongly I feel). In areas where 
there are LRN's, there are usually several entry points 
into the system, such as a 911 dispatch center. 

As an example, if the word comes down from Law 
Enforcement that they need to initiate AMBER, they 
provide the information to the 911 facility. If the 
situation meets the established criteria, the 911 center 
then loads the encoder and presses the "go button." 
Immediately the AMBER CAE message is distributed to 
all the electronic media via the LRN. 

Barry - What if the AMBER Alert needs to be 
broadcast to a wider area. How is that accomplished? 

Clay - In the case of Washington State, the local 
police agency is already connected electronically to 
the State Patrol. They transmit the AMBER information 
to the State Patrol, who in turn relays it to the State 
Emergency Management team, which puts it on the 
State Relay Network. 

Barry - Have you tested this system with an actual 
AMBER? 

Clay - Yes, as a matter of fact we did so a month or 
so ago. The request to activate AMBER came from Tri-
Cites Washington, a small area in the Eastern part of the 
• state. Initially they broadcast the CAE on their LRN. 
Later it was elevated to a State Wide alert, and sent to 
the state system, where it was distributed on the SRN. 
Using further intercommunications links to Oregon, 
Idaho and British Columbia made it possible to increase 
the radius of the alert broadcast. 

Barry - This takes us back to our discussion of the 
LP-1 and LP-2. With the SRN's and LRN's in place, are 
the LP's still necessary? 

Clay - Yes they are, because this is what the FCC 
calls for in Part 11 of the Rules and Regulations. The 
mission for the LP is to relay National Level EAS 
Messages. We have two sources for these, the regional 
PEP station and the 'participating NPR station.' The real 
question is what exactly makes up the LP? LP's are 
traditionally thought of as being a Broadcast Station, 
however this does not have to be the case. Thus, LP's 
can be other automatic relay devices which can fulfill 
the mission. For example, here in the Seattle area our 
NWS office is fully integrated with EAS: They monitor 
and relay the output of the PEP facility and therefore are 
an LP. 

Barry - Can these Local and State Relay Networks 
be used for other purposes; for instance, providing 
additional information about an emergency situation? 

Clay - Indeed, they could. But they are just one of 
the "tools in the tool-box." For example, with AMBER 
follow up information beyond the initial CAE needs to 
be distributed to the electronic media and the informa-
tion needed for an effective effort goes beyond the 
ability of EAS to deliver. The internet is a great vehicle 
for accomplishing that task. 

Barry - Please explain what you mean. 
Clay - I like to think of EAS, when used for AMBER 

or other emergencies, as the "door-bell." EAS is a great 
vehicle for governments to provide short and to the 
point information about "short fuse" events. But it is a 
poor system in terms of handling follow up. This is why 
I recommend AMBER plans have a web-site where the 
media can turn to — following the door-bell — for 
additional details and information, including pictures, 
etc. Another great vehicle is one which has been in use 
in California for many years; it is called EDIS. I urge 
everyone to find out more about this system: start with 
www.incident.com. 

The bottom line is — the more tools we have 
available, the better the system will work. We need to 
remember the mission of a public warning system is to 
save lives and to accomplish that task, we must learn 
to "think outside the box." Outside the box should also 
mean to everyone "beyond Part 11." 

Barry - I have been keeping track, and it seems to 
me you are saying Broadcasters are going to have to 
monitor more than two sources to make all this work. 
Is that what you mean? 

Clay - I sure do. Yet, I can not give you a specific 
number of sources a typical station must monitor to 
have a robust EAS system. Look at the basic framework: 
The FCC's part 11 Rules are designed to create a 
redundant distribution system for National Level EAS 
messages, i.e., EAN's. Additionally, the Rules make it 
pretty clear EAS can be used for other things, including 
weather, state and local messages. Nevertheless, be-

yond the National level it is all voluntary. This means 
the development of these "other" systems is up to us. In 
Washington State the typical station monitors three or 
tour sources and some monitor up to six. There is a 
basic rule here: Get it from the source; do not depend 
upon someone else. 

Barry - How can someone get additional informa-
tion about these systems you have described? 

My direct email address is k7cr@wolfenet.com. 
Everyone is welcome to ask questions. I also recom-
mend subscribing to any EAS Remailer available in 
your area. The SBE EAS Remailer is another great place 
to ask questions and exchange information. It is easy to 
subscribe yourself; the address is sbe-eas@broadcast. net. 

Barry - Clay, let us turn to some questions received 
from the field. Appropriately, since we are talking 
about LRNs and SRNs, someone asked about the 
Comlabs EMnet system. What does this system do? 

Clay - Comlabs has come up with a very sophisti-
cated system for the distribution of EAS messages; it is 
a "state of the art" State Relay Network. Several states 
have already begun to deploy EMnet (Pennsylvania 
comes to mind) and others, including Washington, are 
considering it. As the name implies, it is a network for 
Emergency Managers. 

The system relies on computer servers, linked by 
satellite and/or ground based communications circuits 
to connect emergency management agencies with the 
electronic media and others associated with public 
warning. The system can be customized to fit the needs 
of the states using it. 

Barry - Do you feel the EMnet system will replace 
existing State Relay Networks? 

Clay - Possibly. Here in Washington State were we 
have an excellent SRN, our State Emergency Manage-
ment folks are looking at EMnet as an "addition" to the 
existing SRN rather than a replacement. For other states 
without a state EAS system, this may be just what the 
doctor ordered. 

Barry - How would a broadcast station receive state 
EAS information via EMnet?. 

Clay - Probably the easiest would be via an existing 
Ku Band down-link. This leads to a flood of questions 
that are best answered when and if a state were to elect 
to deploy a system like this. The best bet is to check with 
your SECC and State emergency management depart-
ment, and see what they have been planning. 

Barry - With this system will a broadcaster have to 
pay for their participation? 

Clay - This is a question with a lot of political 
aspects. It will depend on the state that might use it. In 
short, maybe. 

How would someone find out more about this 
system? 

Clay - Contact Comlabs and ask about their EMnet 
system; their video is excellent and explains it quite 
well. 

Barry - One more question: Now that the President 
has signed the AMBER Bill, what changes do you 
foresee? 

Clay - At this point, the process of determining that 
is not complete. At best, this can "unify" all of our 
various AMBER programs. Here are some of my best 
guesses: 
• All the regional or local names for abducted 

children programs will change to AMBER. A unified 
name is important. 
• Despite objections from some in Homeland 

Security over confusion with their color-coded terror 
threat scheme, the name AMBER will prevail. 
• We will achieve a unified criteria for the threshold 

of determination of what qualifies for a CAE/AMBER. 
• A common form of information gathering about 

the abduction will be introduced. 
• A Web-Based information dissemination system 

about the abducted party will be created. 
• Local law enforcement will continue to control 

the process. 

Clay Freinwald, Senior Facilities Engineer for 
Entercom in Seattle, is Chairman of the SBE's EAS 
Committee as well as chair of the Washington State 
SECC. Please feel free to address your questions about 
EAS to Clay at k7cr@wolfenet.com 
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Networking 101 
by Tren P. Barnett 

Part 4: Dynamic Host Control (Protocol (DHCP) 

(TUCSON, Arizona - May 2003] If you have been 
following our series of articles, we just completed 
setting up a server with Microsoft Windows 2000, 
promoting it to be the domain controller in a new 
domain named radioguide.com. We have also com-
pleted the needed steps to set up DNS and have it 
functioning on our network. 

To complete the initial settings of our server, we 
will need to set up what is called Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol (or DHCP) so our workstations 
will be able to function completely on our network 
without having to manually enter addresses for each 
one. 

THE BENEFITS OF DHCP 
DHCP is an industry standard protocol that allows 

one or more servers to take requests from network 
resources such as workstations, VPN connections, or 
printers for addresses. The TCP/IP protocol requires 
several settings to be completed correctly for network 
resources to communicate correctly with other net-
work resources. Failure to properly configure TCP/IP 
can result in: 
• Communication failures 
• Equipment initialization failures 
• Other network resources may to fail to commu-

nicate correctly 
Since each resource on a network requires a unique 

address, subnet mask, and possibly a gateway, manag-
ing these settings individually on each resource on a 
large network is likely to lead to errors causing the 
above mentioned problems. DHCP provides the means 
to provide these addresses, subnet masks, and more. A 
DHCP server can manage all network resources at one 
central location. This, in turn, reduces the possibility of 
error and also onsite network configuration problems. 

DHCP allows for increased flexibility and mobility. 
This means you can walk into any office with your 
notebook computer and plug into the network. With 
DHCP you can immediately receive the necessary TCP/ 
IP network settings to communicate on the network, 
whether at your office or a remote location. DHCP does 
not lease the same IP address on the network to two 
individual resources at the same time, eliminating 
address conflicts. Likewise DHCP can also be use to 
correctly set: 
• Proper DNS settings 
• WINS settings 
• Time Server settings 
• Gateway settings 
DHCP network addresses become a renewable 

resource. Each client receives a leased address, which 
eventually expires. This means the address your note-
book may have been using during the morning shift can 
be used by someone else's notebook during the 
nightshift, in effect doubling the number of available 
network addresses. 

HOW IT WORKS 
When a DHCP network resource (client) starts to 

communicate on the network, the client makes a 
request for a lease. This is done through a discovery 
packet. This packet represents the client's lease re-
quest, uniquely identified by the client's network 
adapter's MAC address. As discussed in the previous 
article, MAC addresses are unique to every network 
adapter ever made. The MAC address thus uniquely 
identifies a lease request to the DHCP server. 

After the server receives the request, one of the 
unassigned network addresses available that are valid 
for the client is assigned with the proper subnet mask 
and gateway settings, now allowing the client to be 
uniquely identified by its network address. If more than 
one DHCP server is available, the client will usually 
take the first network address offered it. The client will 
now again send its DHCP request back to the offering 

server thus completing the leasing process and notify-
ing the server the address is now in use. Since a DHCP 
request is a request to lease a network address, the 
duration of the lease is likewise specified in this 
process. 

SOME LIMITATIONS OF DHCP 
Although a DHCP server can greatly reduce net-

work management tasks, a few things should be noted 
in configuring DHCP. It cannot communicate over 
network routers allowing addresses to be leased unless 
the router is configured to accept BOOTP requests. 
• DHCP cannot detect network addresses that have 

been assigned by another DHCP server or have been 
manually configured 
• DHCP servers do not communicate with each 

other, so specific scopes must be correctly assigned to 
ensure the same address is not used twice 

DHCP servers must use manually assigned network 
addresses, better known as static addresses. For now, 
we will only worry about configuring one DHCP server 
so we do not have to worry about duplicate addresses 
being assigned by more than one server. 

DHCP addresses expire, so at half-life the client will 
start requesting a renewal of its network lease. This 
should be kept in mind in situations where addresses 
are in short supply. Since the request is made at half-
life, an eight-hour lease can end up costing sixteen 
hours. It works this way: At four hours into the lease, the 
client renews the existing lease; the employee does not 
end his day promptly, so again, at the eight hour mark, 
the client again renews its existing lease. Whether or 
not the client is currently using its lease, the server 
honors the lease, so an eight hour lease can tie up an 
address for sixteen hours very easily. 

To ensure there are no address conflicts, we will 
exclude the first twenty-five addresses available in our 
scope. In the previous article, we installed DHCP 
services on our server. In this article we are going to go 
straight to the configuration process. If you need a 
reminder of how to set up DHCP, see our previous 
article Part 3: Domain Name System (DNS) in the April 
2003 issue of Radio Guide, on Page 18. 

To start the process, go to the Start button, select the 
Control Panel, and now select Administrative Tools, 
then select DHCP. We will configure our settings in the 
management console that opens up. Right click on the 
name of your server listed in the left tree view pane of 
the console. If your server is not listed, make sure that 
the necessary steps to install DHCP were completed 
correctly as described in the previous article. Once we 
have right clicked on our server in the list, select New 
Scope from the context menu. As with so many of 
Microsoft products, we will now have to entertain a 
wizard. (My wife says that sounds derogatory. I would 
be disappointed if it didn't.) 

The first step is to press Next. 
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Here we will name our scope, and just in case we 
want to name all of our scopes the same, we can 
include a description so we can identify the scope. 
With the click of a mouse, we can move to the next 
window of settings. If we have not taken the time to 
figure out our network addresses it is time to do so now. 
We will use 200.200.10.1 for the Start IP address, and 
End IP address of 200.200.10.254 (you can try and 
enter 255 but you will not be able to do so). 

By default, we are going to have a Length of 24 for 
our Subnet mask. Subnet masks allow us to identify 
sections of a larger network for routing purposes 
reducing unnecessary network traffic in bur subnet (or 
office network). We will discuss the benefits of subnets 
in another article in the future. Our subnet has been 
identified for us as 255.255.255.0. 

As we mentioned earlier in the article, we will 
probably want a few static IP address available for our 
network use. We selected 25 for our network subnet. 
These can be used for printers, other servers, and 
routers just to mention a few items. 

Next step is to configure our lease duration. If your 
netwo-k will have a lot of mobile users, you may want 
to specify short lease times. Alternatively, you may 
want to reduce unneeded network traffic by having 
longer leases. For now we will keep it to zero days, and 
2 hours. We can always lengthen the lease time later. 
As we make configuration changes, the effects of these 
changes will be realized much sooner on a shorter 
lease, as these lease changes will occur with renewal 
at half life. 

There are more configurations that the wizard can 
help us to make, but it may be good for us to stop 
working with the wizard now. 
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We will focus in the next article on how to use the 
DHCP console to make these and other settings changes. 
In the next article we will also go back and forth 
between DNS and DHCP. With our changes we will 
see how workstations and other network resources are 
working on our network, along with how the changes 
we make affect connectivity and communication among 
these resources. 

As pointed out in the previous article, DNS is an 
intricate part of Windows 2000 server and its security 
model. DHCP plays a large part in DNS settings. In 
Windows 2003 server we will continue to see the same 
demands on DNS and DHCP. 

When we started this serious of articles, we were 
going to include an e-mail server, a SQL server, and an 
ISA server for Internet security and access. These 
servers rely heavily on the settings of DNS and DHCP 
for correct functionality. For that reason and more, as 
we move along, we will take a closer look at configu-
ration of these settings, and we will look at how some 
specific settings can make or break us. 

Tren Barnett is a System Administrator and Programmer in 
Tucson, Arizona. He welcomes your questions on solving 
network problems in your facility. Contact Tren at e@aires.org 
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MICA CAPACITORS 
29160B911J00 .00091/6kV 

29160B102J00 .001/6kV 

29160B122J00 .0012/6kV 

291606132J00 .0013/6kV 

291606152J00 .0015/6kV 

291606162J00 .0016/6kV 

2916013202J00 .002/6kV 

29160B242J00 .0024/6kV 

29160B302J00 .003/6kV 

Al! Type 291 above priced at $99.50 each. 

Flanges (pair) add $30.00 

2921006511J00 

292100B621J00 

2921006102J00 

292100B152J00 

292100B202J00 

29280B302J00 

.00051/10kV 

.00062/10kV 

.001/10kV 

.0015/10kV 

.002/10kV 

.003/8kV 

29280B392J00 .0039/8kV 

292606512J00 .0051/6kV 

2925013103J00 .01/5kV 

Al! Type 292 above priced at $ 150.15 each. 

Flanges (pair) add $30.00 

293200B391J00 

293200B431J00 

293200B471J00 

2932006511J00 

2932006561J00 

2932006621J00 

293200B681J00 

2932006751J00 

2932006821J00 

2932006911J00 

2932006102J00 

293200B112J00 

29315013132J00 

293150B152J00 

29315013202J00 

.00039/20kV 

.00043/20kV 

.00047/20kV 

.00051/20kV 

.00056/20kV 

.00062/20kV 

.00068/20kV 

.00075/20kV 

.00082/20kV 

.00091/20kV 

.001/20kV 

.0011/20kV 

.0013/15kV 

.0015/15kV 

.002/15kV 

29312013302J00 .003/12kV 

All Type 293 above priced $230.52 each. 

Flanges (pair) add $40.00 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

Most values of type 291, 292, 293, 294, 

271,272 & F2 in stock. Call for price. 

Contact us with all your Mica, Vacuum, and 
Ceramic transmitting capacitor needs. 

Scream Associates, Inc. 
2215 Faraday Ave, Ste. A, Carlsbad, CA 92008 

Tel: 760-438-4420 Fax: 760-438-4759 
www.surcom.com on the web. 

SS 2.1111 SS 41111 SILENCE MONITOR 111 

BROADCAST TOOLS NNW 

"Rack-Able" 

SS 3.1 II RA-1 with FP-11Fillet Panel 

The upgraded SS 2.1/-ERM Ill &, BNC Ill switcher/routes are improved with new 
front pane: switches. They may be used as a desktop device, and are equipped with 
mounting holes for wall wiount installation or may be installed on the new RA .1 

Rack-Abl€ 1RU mountin shelf. 

The new Rack-Able SS 4.1 III switcher replaces the popular SS 3.1 wtulv adding a 
forth stereo input channel and front panel control. We ve kept the beL of the SS 3.1 
features acid added a few more. 

The new Silence Monitor Ill improves on the features ci the original SSM, with front-
panel contol, removable screw terminals, Plug & Play installation, built-in program 
switcher, restore timing delay, aural alarm and relays for most remote functions. 
Now rackable! 

The nev- SS 8.1 II swither replaces the popular 6x1 with the addition of two more 
stereo input channels ami GPI, while keeping the price Ole same! The SS 8.1 II may be 
desktop, well mounted or installed on the new Rack-Able mounting shelf. 

The new RA- 1 ( 1- RU rack shelf) provides mounting for three VI- rack or two hatf-rack 
Rack-Able con gured products. The RA-1 is pre-drilled for flush and recessed product 

mounting. The RA-1 is furnished with filler panels and mcunting hardware. 

tools 
www.broadcasttools.com 

Look for odditioncl Rock-Able products soon 

639 Sunçpt Park Drive Suite 101 
Splirn-Wonliny, WA 98284 USA 
(360)854 9551 FM (3r,r) 81.4 0171 

Visit the Radio Guide website at: http://www.radio-guide.com 

pp-rie Specioltiee 
.....ià  EAST: Pittsburgh 866-736-3736. Philadelphia 888-260-9298 

WEST California-North 888-737-7321. South 800-346-6434 
NORTHWEST. Seattle 800-735-7051 

SOUTHWEST. Texas 800-537-1801. 888-839-7373 
CENTRAL: Missouri 800-467-7373 

SOUTH: Florida. 800-476-8943 
Microphones 

V Mic Processors 

Y Cable d Connectors 

tgo 
Consoles --

Our name says RF, 
but we have EVERYTHING 

from the microphone to the antenna. 

Microwave Systems 

Analog and Digital 

V Recording Equipment 

V Monitor Amps 
and Speakers 

V Headphones 

Antennas 

Towers 
Tranunission Lines d Accessories 
Copper Strap c Screen 

Audio Processors - Analog end Digital 

VTransmitters 
Exciters 
Reino te Con trel 
Systems 

V RP Amplifiers 
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Eating the Frog 
by George Nicholas 

Obey the Law of Forced Efficiency. There is 
never enough time to do everything, but 

there is always enough time to do the most 
important things. What are they? 

[CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa - May 20031 Okay, let us 
see a show of hands here. How many of you feel under 
pressure to get things done every day? How many of 
you feel there simply is not enough time to do your job 
the way you would like? Nice to see, everybody is in 
agreement! 

This month, we focus on time management. I might 
add, while this article is being written, our Esteemed 
Editor is waiting patiently for this draft. In other words, 
we are all learning better time management skills! 

In researching the subject, two main things became 
quite clear, and consistent. One, there never is enough 
time to complete all of the tasks you need to do. And 
two, you need to change your life-style in order to 
maximize the time you have. While it seems painfully 
obvious, we are usually good at doing one or the other 
- but rarely do both at the same time. 

Brian Tracy's book Eat That Frog! 21 Great Ways to 
Stop Procrastinating and Get More Done in Less Time 
(BK Publishers, Inc., San Francisco) is a great reference, 
and a short read at 130 pages. The premise of the title 
is quite simple. It has been said that if the first thing you 
do each morning is eat a live frog, then you can go 
through the day with the satisfaction of knowing that is 
probably the worst thing that is going to happen to you 
all day long. 

Your "frog" is going to be your biggest, most 
important task, the one you are most likely to procras-
tinate on. If you have two "frogs," start with the biggest, 
ugliest one first. And do not stop until you finish all of 
it! And finally, if you have to eat a live frog, it does not 
pay to sit and look at it for very long! 

But this is not just about getting things done. It is 
about doing it in a way where you can measure your 
results. That might mean doing a task faster, each time 
you do it. More importantly, it might mean you get 
satisfaction in taking one more "frog" off your list. By 
the way, this does not just apply to employment. The 
"frog" could be the goal to lose weight, quit smoking, 
spend more time with the dog — the choices are endless. 

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 
Decide your goal, in clear and concise terms: "I 

need to have this transmitter installed and on the air by 
October 15." Then write out these goals and objectives 
before you begin. 

Plan every day in advance. (Remember last month's 
installment about The Plan?) Here is where having a 
Daytimer or Palm Pilot with a daily planner is key. 
Every task takes time, and every task must be entered 
and accounted for. 

Apply the 80/20 Rule to everything. Twenty percent 
of your activities will account for 80 percent of your 
results. Concentrate on that 20 percent. Conversely, 
avoid wallowing in minutia, the small unimportant 
things that waste valuable time. 

Organize your tasks by value and prioritize them so 
that you will be working on the key areas first. 

Obey the Law of Forced Efficiency. There is never 
enough time to do everything, but there is always enough 
time to do the most important things. What are they? 

Leverage your special talents, and identify your key 
constraints. Focus on the things you are really good at, 
and do those things very well. Conversely, identify the 
bottlenecks or "choke points," internally and exter-
nally, that set the speed of your most important goals. 
Focus on alleviating them. 

Take it one step at a time. If the project appears too 
big and overwhelming, break it down into several 
smaller sub-projects. (Make sure you finish them all, or 
the original net result is still zero!) 

Maximize your personal powers. Identify your 
periods of highest physical and mental energy each 
day, and structure your most important and demanding 
tasks around those times. Get lots of rest so you can 
perform at your best. 

Do the most difficult task first. Begin each day with 
your most difficult task, the one task that can make the 
greatest contribution to yourself and your work, and 
keep at it until it's completed. 

Create large chunks of time. This is probably the 
most difficult, and probably the most important strat-
egy. Since every difficult task takes longer than we 
expect, budgeting extra time to complete the task is 
critical! This should be one large block of time, to allow 
you to concentrate for an extended period with mini-
mal interruptions. 

Develop a sense of urgency. Make a habit of 
moving fast on key tasks. Hint: It is a good thing to be 
known in your company as a person who does things 
quickly and well! 

Select any goal, task or project in your life where 
you have been procrastinating and take just one step 
toward accomplishing it immediately. Sometimes, all 
you need to do to get started is to sit down and make 
a list of all the steps you will need to take to eventually 
complete the task. Then, just start and complete one 
item on the list, and then one more, and soon. You will 
be amazed at what you eventually accomplish. 

So how does that frog taste? 

George Nicholas has been in the broadcasting 
business since 1975, most recently as a Regional 
Engineering Manager with Clear Channel. He now 
operates George Nicholas Communications, special-
izing in technical and communication consulting 
throughout the US. You can contact him via 
Editoreadio-guide.001.71 

wvvw.broadcast.net 
Internet Broadcast Connections 

for the Whole Wide World 

Parts and Equipment Vendors — Trade publications 

AM/FM Database Searches — Software Publishers 

Field Service Vendors — SBE Information 

FCC Information — Contract Engineering Listings 

State Broadcast Associations 

Do You Have the BDR on Your Desktop? 
Version 1.2 of the BDR Now Available 

At last year's NAB, Version 1.0 of 
the Oldradio.com CD was released. 
Broadcaster's Desktop Reference 
(BDR) is now is available to everyone. 
A work in progress — it seems some-
thing new is added almost every month. 

Among the resources already avail-

able, you'll find: Barry's Radio Utilities-2002, The Continental Elec-
tronics E-Slide, RF Specialties Toolkit, Tom Osenkowsky's Toolkit, 

Bob Carpenter's AM and FM/TV database viewer, Top Ten Lists, 

EAS paper sources, some project schematics, and some nice 
historical files. 

To make the CD even more valuable, when you are at the 
transmitter site, we have added the FCC and EAS checklists, and 

some equipment manuals. And this is not the end ... more is 
planned. 

You will find most of the CD contents are listed at: 
www.oldradio.com/latest.htm 

The proceeds from this CD are going to be put into improving the 

next edition of the CD, and supporting Oldradio.com and its efforts 
to document and display the history of our industry. 

We are suggesting something in the range of $ 15-$20 (or more, 
if you really want to support the Oldradio Project). 

We'll send you a copy of the CD (via postal service), and 
personally notify you when Version 2 is made available (The plan is 
to provide a free to registered users, or at most a minimal cost for 
shipping.) 

Please send your check or money order to: 

Barry Mishkind, 2033 S. Augusta Place 
Tucson, Arizona 85710 

Please include your snailmail and email address. 

Thanks for your support of OLDRADIO.COM — Barry M. 
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AC Power - Surge Protection, UPS 

"Energy Control Systems & Powerware ... A Winning Combination" 
Offering a complete line of Single and Three Phase UPS's 

to the broadcast industry, to solve all 9 Power Problems. 

Power Failure, Power Sag, Power Surge (spike) 

Undervoltage (brownout), Overvoltage, Electrical Line Noise, 

Frequency Variation, Switching Transients and Harmonic Distortion 

Special prices to Radio Guide readers. 

Energy Control Systems - Fort Worth Texas 

800-383-6956 - www.eesintl.com 

Power Quality & Protection is no longer an "option," it's a "must! " 

In today's "high tech" Broadcast environment, sensitive solid state 
electronics demand "clean power." Since 1987, we've offered 

a complete line of Power Quality Products to the broadcast industry. 

• Lightning/Surge Protectors for 
Coax, Studio & Transmitters 

• Power Conditioners 

• Voltage Regulators 

• Generators 

• UPS Systems ( 1&3 phase) 

• Inverters/Converters 

• Batteries 

• Ground Rods 

• Grounding Systems 

Energy Control Systems - Fort Worth Texas 
800-383-6956 - www.ecsintl.com 

Automation - Systems, Live-Assist, MOND - tT 

Windows NT Automation Systems 

• Music on Hard Drive 
• Satellite Automation 
• 90+ Hours of Audio 
• Voice Tracking 
• Music Scheduling 
• Pll 400 MHz, 64 MB 
• Digital Editing 

Only $ 125 

Per Month 

$3,450 

Phone: 810-724-2638 

www.voicetracking.com 

Audio Amplifiers - Amps, Preamps, DA's 

FREE 44pg Catalog & 80 Audio/Video Applic. 
.ress. PWR SUPP, 60, 250 PRODUCTS 

PHONO, HIC, 
• r. TRANS, ACN, 

4 e . - PRESS 
—  0 .rirf• TAPE, VIDEO,/ 

- LINE, OSC BOXES 

3.14 

Video & Audio 01st Ample. 
RGB-Sync Dist. Ample. Routing SwItchere 

OPAMP LABS INC (323) 934-3566 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 

1-1n/11-out Vldeo/Audioc 
1-in/16-out Video/Audi 

2-1n124-out Audio Only 
p±.1/32-out Video/Audio' 

www.opamplabs.com 

Contract Engineering e 
A 

r\lanm,r, Yùi Kii()\/,/ 

Yoi/7/ uvci 

Contract Engineering - 

Broadcast Services 

• Antenna Analysis/Repair 
• Tower Painting/Re-Lamping 
• FM/LPFM Turnkey Installations 

• NRSC Measurements 
• Station Inspections 
• Tower Inspections 

"We Do It Right — The First Time" 

DcS DIVERSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

9t39 Route 18, Cranesville, PA 16410 
814-756-3053 Email: rpogson@aol.com 

FM Allocation Study - $ 149.00 

Complete FCC FM Application - $ 1,200.00 

Full Color Coverage Maps (any contour) - $69.00 

Multi-Signal, AM & FM Duoploy Maps - $349.00 

Established in 1970 

Scientific Broadcast Systems 
1680 Highway 62 NE, Corydon, IN 47112 

Phone: 812-738-3482 

M. Celenza Communications Consultant 

AM-FM-TV-LPTV-LPFM 

Applications - Amendments - Frequency Searches 

Upgrades - Field Work - Contour Maps 

41 Kathleen Crescent Phone: 631-928-0077 

Coram, NY 11727 Fax: 631-928-1905 

Broadcast Engineering 
Serving the Upper Midwest 

Phone consultations available. 

Dave Seavy 
Phone: 507-990-2578 

Email: seavydj@msn.com 

Databases - RF Studies & Allocations 

VIMIONOIRMIMIUMB 
BIJ.1.1. COR)111111. / le M N Sarw,r 
uod fo,da.,... , on,Wunge 

V-Soft Communications Introduces 

FM Prospector with FREE FM Data 

FM Prospector is the ideal low-cost 

frequency search program 

• Free FM Database downloads 

• Upgrade stations & find new channels 

• Create area-to-locate maps 

• LPFM & full service spacings 

• Find translator channels 

i 800 743-3684 
www.v-soft.com Leaders in broadcast engineering software for two decades 

Radio History www.oldradio.com 
Used Gear @ www.radio-classifieds.com 
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Databases — RF Studies & Allocations  y Equipment for Sale — Used & Vintage Gear --ke 

SAVE REAL MONEY ON FM DATABASES' 
rf Software, Inc. 
communications solutions 

rfDetective dInvesttgator rfProfi er 
Check out our products on www.rfsoftware.com 

352-336-7223 

Equipment Leasing 

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

• FAST, EASY APPROVALS 

• We Specialize in Broadcasting Equipment 

• No Financials Necessary up to SI50,000 

• True Lease or Finance Lease Option 

• New or Used Equipment 

TII1 FLEX LEASE, In am COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINAN 

LOANS BY PHONE 
Call Jeff Weiler Toll-Free 
for Complete Information' 

131K1)0884111 
24hr. Fax (972)599-0650 

Carew Ur at Oar Wh Addret, 
www.flexlease.com 

Equipment for Sale — Used & Vintage Gear —y  

Bay Country Broadcast Equipment 
Your #1 Source for Quality Used Broadcast Equipment 

Call us for our latest list of quality, in stock radio broadcast 

equipment, or view it at our website: 

http://www.baycountry.com 

Also looking to buy quality equipment, fax your list today. 

Bay County Broadcast Equipment 
7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore, MD 21220 

877-722-1031 Fax: 786-513-0812 Email: info@baycountry.com 

WANTED! 
Older audio equipment for immediate purchase! 

Especially compressors & mic preamps. 

Langevin, RCA, Pultec, Universal Audio, Fairchild, Collins, WE, Altec, etc. 

Microphones: Neumann, AKG, RCA, Telefunken, etc. 

U.R.E.I. Compressors: Models 1176, LA-2, LA-3, LA-4 

Mark Linett 

Phone: 818-244-1909 Fax: 818-500-0742 yrplace@earthlink.net 

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT SALES CO. 

Recycled Broadcast & Pro Audio Gear 
Amplifiers 
Audio Processing 
Cart Machines 
CD Players 
Consoles & Mixers 

DAT Reorders 
Exciters 
Microphones & Booms 
Modulation Monitors 
Patch Panels 

Bill Stallman — Proprietor 
PO Box 2193, Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004 
Phone: 610-664-4539 Fax: 610-664-2366 

Reel to Reel Decks 
RF Components & Tubes 
Speaker Systems 
Studio Installation Accessories 
Telephone Equipment 
Transmitter Remote Controls 
Turntables & Preamps 

Asset Recyling for the Broadcast Industry 

WE BUY & SELL 

USED BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 

Transmitters, audio processors, microphones, reel-to-reel 
recorders, etc. Yes, we still repair Telfax Remote units. 

Fax or e-mail us your equipment list. 

A/Q America 

Phone: 515-432-5780 

E-Mail: cjp2020@hotmail.com Fax: 801-761-2511 

Receivers & Monitors — Mod. EAS, Weather  y 

LOW COST NWS RECEIVER FOR EAS 
• Very sensitive — up to 70 miles with outside antenna (BNC connector) 
• Built in speaker plus remote audio for EAS systems. 

• Tone alert squelch and output to trip remote alarm. 

• All 7 NVVS channels • Only $ 149 00 
• We also make VVVVV rcvrs and nbfm 

Link transmitters & receivers 

65 Moul Rd; Hilton NY 14468; 585-392-9430 
See website for details... 

hamfronics.corn 

Asseatea 

• 

•-• 

FrCEIVER 

ChrisScott&Associates 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 

Visit our comprehensive website 

www.scott-inc,com 

Ph: (270)781-5301 

Fax: (270)781-1232 

AM-FM 

Notch 

Filters ilimiummile 

Schools — Education & Training 

Earn Your Degree at Home! 
Cleveland 

CIE offers a variety of 

comprehensive yet affordable independent 
study training programs in electronics and 
computer technology! 

Partial list of programs offered: 
• A.A.S. in Electronic Engineering 
• Electronics Communications 

Call (800) 243-6446 for details. 

Institute of Electronics .FRE-
; caw 

www.cie-wc.edu , 09 

Visit our Web Site for detailed course descriptions, 

tuition prices or for a FREE Course Catalog, 

FCC COURSE on CD - $49.95 

Visit www.ciebookstore.com 
19 Self-Study Lessons • Instructor Support 
• Certificate upon completion • Graded Exams 

Service & Repair — Repairs & Calibration 

Broadcast Equipment Repair 

Consoles 

Exciters 

STL'S 

Automation 

at Lightner Electronics, Inc. 

lb- Audio Processors 

Transmitters 

Pi' Remote Equipment 

1771 Beaver Dam Rd. Cla sbu 

• 
rn 

PA 16625 Tel: 814-239-8323 

www.hghtnerelectronics.com 
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Jan Aerts 
aerts@airmail.net 

Phone: 972-270-0683 

Fax: 972-613-1158 

Service 8i Repair — Repairs & Calibration  y Studio — Furniture, Controllers, Clocks 

Broadcast Equipment Repair 
• AM Antenna Monitors 
• AM/FM Modulation Monitors 
• Audio Processing 
• Exciters 

• RPU Transmitters/Receivers 
• STL Transmitter/Receivers 
• Test Equipment 
• Transmitter Field Repair 

Rapid Turnaround - Professional Service 
DIVERSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

Cs 9139 PA Route 18, Cranesville, PA 16410 
Richard C. Pogson (814) 756-3053 Email: rpogson@aol.com 

Confinenfal 
Transmitter Services 

• Transmitter Repair 
• Socket Repair 
• Board Repair 
• Equipment Rental 

(Call for Availability) 

,24 YOUMS 

Does Your RF Gear Sound Bad? 

Poorfr operating or defective RF gear, and un-calibrated mod-monitors, 

are taking away your competitive edge, which is costing you money! 

I
We will repair your RPU's, STL's and exciters (< 1GHz), and 
repair and calibrate your Modulation Monitors — AM & FM. 

Sound good again ... and be more competitive! 

Francis Technical Services 

Rt 1 Box 42-B, Prichard, WV 25555 
Phone 304-486-9056 Email: derf@EZVVV.com 

Studio — Furniture, Controllers, Clocks 

The BUDGET CRUNCHER systems are at SPACE WISE* 
COMPARE QUALITY & PRICE! 

ameireLosare Nloodakep Foralbord 
1 %wood Lariseled bps! 

MirdsbaCresSeedadl 

,assity Campriaili Used Ibreetererdi 

CUSTOM 
SYSTEMS 
SHOWN 

- - Passive Ventilation! 
DELUX STARTS AT $2450! Cable Passage System! 
RADIAL STARTS AT $27501 Euro Removeable Doors! 

• Large Scale Modules! 

SPACE WISE CALL US TODAY 800-775-3660 e WEB spacewlse.com E-Mail spacewise@qwestmet 

trilIKE FL. GS 

Great looking custom 
mike flags - great prices. 

www.mikeflags.com 
817-468-2586 

 e 
STUDIO WARNING LIGHTS 

Modern "Shadowbox" Design 

"On the Air" "On the Net" "Recording" 

In Black -or- Silver (prepaid) — $99.00 
Offer good until 6-1-03 

Jasoni Electronics (702) 791-3394 
Email: jasonidgp@juno.com 

S 

N E 
A C 

B I 

Telephone — Remotes, Hybrids, Couplers 

PowErful EvEryday Solutions By CircuitVVErkEs 

The DR-I0 Telephone Dial-Up 
Controller & Audio Interface. 
Great for unattended Remotes. 
Automated recording & more! 

44.4..ee.w 

The AC-I2 Telephone 
Autocoupler bank for multi-
line IFB. Networks. Etc. 

Get Info Er tech manuals online at www.circuitwerkes.com 
CircuitWerkes - (352) 335-6555 / fax (352) 380-0230 

Transmitters 

McPherson Radio Corporation 
Specializing in pre-owned QEI transmitter products. 

QEI — 6 Month Warranty — QEI 

All equipment tuned and tested on your frequency. 
MRC has a repair facility to meet your broadcast needs, 
for repair of QEI exciters and low power transmitters. 

Other broadcast manufacturer products are welcomed too. 

Contact: Bob Brown at 856-232-1625 Email: rjbeme@aol.com 

Transmitters — RF Components & Parts — 

Power Tube & Vacuum Capacitor Clearance Sale - Limited Quantities 
4CW20,000A1 - $275, 9019/YC I - $2,500 GE GL-35391 - $5 

— Jennings Variable Capacitors — 

CVCJ-1000-3S (7-1000PF 3KV) $500 
CVCD-1000-3N794 (10-1000PF 3KV) $650 
CVCD-2000-5S (20-2000PF 5KV) $650 
CVDD-300-7.5N611 (10-300PF 7.5KV) $500 
CVDD-500-7.5S (20-500PF 7.5KV) $500 
CVEC-4000-10N764(100-4000PF 10KV) $1000 
CVEP-1500-20N789 (100-1500PF 20KV) $1950 
CVHP-650-45S (30-650PF 45KV USED) $1000 
MC1-500-15N529(500PF 15KV) $250 
MC-500-15S(500PF 15KV) $250 
MC-100-15S(1000PF 15KV) $250 
MLC-1000-30S(1000PF 30KV) $450 

41)05.000D ( t. .S2,500 4CW150 5E_ 

— Jennnings Fixed Capacitors 

CVT1-216-0120(216PF 20KV) 
CVT2-44-0135(44PF 35KV) 
CTV2-122-0135(122PF 35KV) 
CTV2-160-0135(160PF 35KV) 
CVT2-41-0150(41PF 50KV used) 
CTV2-160-0150(160PF 50KV) 
CFED-150-20S(150PF 20KV) 
CFHG-16.3-30N782(16.3pF 30kV) 

$450 
$750 
$750 
$750 
$500 
$1000 
$450 
$500 

— Vacuum Switch — 
RF23-D2654(N.O. air operated) $450 
RP233X4515004M00(26 5VDC) $450 

ACE ELECTRONIC PARTS 3210 ANTOINE DR., HOUSTON, TEXAS 77092 
713-688-8114 FAX 713-688-7167 VVWW.ACE4PARTS.COM CFtAIG@ACE4PARTS.COM 

COMMERCIAL RADIO COMPANY 
ORIGINAL PARTS, NEW AND USED FOR 
RCA, GATES & COLLINS TRANSMITTERS 

CAPACITORS: MICA TRANSMITTING - CERAMIC RF 
VARIABLE AIR - FIXED AND VARIABLE VACUUM 

NON-PCB OIL FILLED CAPACITORS AND 
NON-PCB TRANSMITTER REPLACEMENT KITS AVAILABLE 

OVERNIGHT SHIPPING - MANY STOCK ITEMS 

802-226-7582 Fax 802-226-7738 Web: www.radio-guide.com/crc.html 
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Radio Shopper: Products & Services Phone: 928-284-3700 

Email: radio@broadcast.net 

Svstlaua 

lb 

ECONCO 

Rebuilt Power Tubes 
1/2 the Cost of New! 

E'COh 
Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com 

Intl: +1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760 
ECONCO 

Transmitters — Transmission Line --ke Transmitters Tubes 

PRESSURE SENSOR INTERFACE 
PHartronics 

Engineering 

- 4.5 VDC OUT 4e'e 

O - 15 PSI IN 

Model PSI-V3 

Suitable for Radio or Television 
Transmission Facilities 

What's Your Line Pressure Right Now? Compatible With Any Remote Control 

For More Information or How To Purchase: 

http://www.tekway.com/phartronics/indez.html Email phartronics@tekway.com 

Save 30 - 70%, and More!!! 

Andrew - Times Microwave - RFS 

We have 1/2" - 1 5/8". Both air and foam dielectric available. 

Why pay retail? You can literally save thousands! 

We do not sell used cable. These are factory new lengths. 

Ph: 757-546-7007 Fax: 757-546-0371 

Or, visit us on the web at: http://www.surplusserver.com  

Transmitters — Tubes  e 
RF POWER TUBES 

ez High Voltage Rectifiers 

In stock for immediate delivery 

We stock a broad line of Power Tubes, RF Power 
Transistors, Capacitors, Tube Sockets, Bird Wattmeters, etc. 
Orders received by 2 p.m. PST/5 p.m. EST shipped same day. 

ES UB On-line Catalog: http://www.rfparts.com 

(760) 744-0700 (800) RF-PARTS (800) 737-2787 

• Fax • 

(760) 744-1943  

Se Habla Español 

RF PARTS" • E-mail • 

• • rf.arts.com 
435 SOUTH PACIFIC ST 
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069 We Export 

Amperex, Eimac, RCA, Ed-Corn 
Power Tubes & RF Transistors 

3CX400A7/8874, 3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 3-500ZG, 
4CX250B, 4CX250R/7580W, 4-65, 4-125A, 4-400C, 

4CX300A, 4CX350A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B, 
4CX5000A, 807, 811, 833C, and more. 

Call Westgate at: 800-213-4563 

D&C Electronics Co. 
- New Tubes — 

We have the alternatives for all your needs, 

at the lowest prices, direct from our stock! 

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PRO-TEK®, EEV, and many others. 

352-688-2374 or 800-881-2374 

=b VISA & MASTERCARD Accepted a 

Transmitters — Services  e 
ENGINEERS, COLLECTORS, DO -IT- YOURSELFERS 

Stop reading this and get on my website. 

www.radiorey.net 

Have you ever seen so much stuff? 
I have two pole barns full, and my wife says haul it to the dump. 

I can't do that; some of this stuff is brand new, or nearly new. 
Or, it's pretty good, or it's older than the hills. 

Make an Offer! 

7- DA HOOK DA GAP 
Safety Grounding Hook Lightning Dissapation Gap 

Solid Brass Hook & Hardware 
Fiberglass Rod Handle 

#10 Copper Cable & Alligator Clip 

Available with Horn or Ball Dissipaters 
Patented (#5,661,262) 
Hot Adjust Mechanism 

To purchase, or for more technical data, telephone, write, or email home page. 

Wilk Science and Technology Inc. 
1112 North Grove Avenue, Oak Park, Illinois 60302 

Telephone & Fax: (708) 524-8588 
http://members.tripod.com/w70mum/edwilk.htm 

AM Ground Systems 
_L Reliable, On- Time Installation 

Quality Workmanship 
7  Ground System Evaluation (S( Repair 

www.amgroundsystems.com 
1-877-766-2999 
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Automation for Satellite Music/News Talk 

and live-sounding music on hard-drive 

Had a hard-drive crash lately? 

How about 100GB or more 

of RAID Mirrored, 

HOT SWAPPABLE storage, 

in both on-air and production, 

from a company made famous 

for service and support? 

$17,995 - Ready-to-go. ON-AIR & Production 
Equipped with switchers/controllers/cards/setup training and support. 

Or lease for $624/month. Own in 36 months, all service/upqrade3/vvarrantie3 included for 3 years. 

Why spend valuable time trying to make do it yourself systems work the way they should? 

Let WireReady provide you a ready-to-go-system with everything pre-configured and tested 

We'll program ALL your schedules/clocks for you, and then teach you how to maintain them. 

Two computer system - production is identical to ON-AIR and can run station in an emergency. 

Both computers outfitted with Broadcast Tools and Circuit Werkes brand controllers & switchers 

THREE Lynx ONE pro-audio balanced and AES/EBU cards in each computer - triple play and/or record. 

WireReady32 can receive or send inventory via email or FTP over the internet. 

WireReady32 can EMAIL you warnings if programs don't exist, dated or the wrong length. 
WireReady32 can take action if cuts are out of date or missing. 

Complete trace logging and confirmation logs of what plays are included. 

Windows 2000 and XP Professional compatible. 

Remote control (via touch tone) or computer based remote access control included 
We don't just tell you what to do, you can have us access your system, show you, or fix it for you. 

That's what THREE YEARS of 24/7 800 Support and free upgrades from WireReady is all about. 

sales@wireready.corn 
call (800) 833-4459 
call (508) 393-0200 
wvvvv.wireready.corn 

Call NOW 
for your personal 

one-on-one demonstration!!! 

ireRe• 

WireReady NSI 
When You're Ready, We're Ready 

Onsite installation/training available for additional cost. 
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